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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of slow-motion imagery on
the performance of a complex motor skill using a single subject multiple baseline
across individuals design. Five intermediate level long jumpers (male and female, ages
15 - 19) participated in long jump training sessions during a 2 - 5 week baseline
period and an 8 week slow-motion imagery training period. The dependent measures of
jump distance, accuracy of take off, and subjective rating of style and technique from a
long jump expert, were hypothesized to be enhanced by slow-motion imagery training.
Physical self-efficacy and locus of control were also hypothesized to be enhanced by the
treatment and were measured pre and post test along with imagery ability. Results
indicated three subjects that significantly improved imagery ability also improved
imagery enhanced jumping performance over baseline performance. Two subjects did
not significantly improve imagery ability and did not improve imagery enhanced
jumping performance. Generally, subjects whose jumping performance improved also
widened and enhanced physical self-efficacy and internalized locus of control.
Therefore, results suggest that slow-motion imagery training will enhance the
performance of a complex motor skill provided there is a consistent improvement in
imagery ability.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

1.0. Overview
The effects of imagery on athletic skill learning and performance have been
widely researched since the 1930's, however the research has provided equivocal
findings. In a review and analysis of over 60 imagery studies, Feltz and Landers
( 1983) showed that imagery significantly affects cognitive skills and has only a
moderate effect on motor skills and strength skills. Since most sports are not highly
cognitive by nature, but are comprised predominantly of highly complex motor skills,
it is reasonable to suggest that imagery might not enhance athletic performance. So,
why continue pursuing imagery's effect on motor skills, if 1t has been shown to have a
weak effect at best? Perhaps it is because, in contrast to empirical research findings,
an abundance of anecdotal evidence suggests that most elite athletes use some kind of
imagery as part of their practice and game routine (Loehr, 1982; Suinn, 1983;
Vealey, 1986; Murphy, Jowdy, & Durtschi, 1990; Hall, Rodgers, & Barr, 1990)
In a study of how imagery affects physical performance Suinn (1980)
investigated the body's neuromuscular response to imagery, and found that mental
practice fires neural pathways of the actual muscles used in the imaged activity. He
theorized that this in turn created a mental blueprint similar to that of physical
practice which would aid the athlete in executing the actual physical movement.
Consequently, there is evidence that suggests that a relationship between imagery and
performance is possible. However, this research was on imagery's effect on neural
pathways and not on the effect of imagery on performance. Assuming that the firing of
these neural pathways facilitates performance, and that imagery facilitates this effect,
why have the results of mental practice on motor skill performance been inconsistent?
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Smith ( 1 9 8 7 ) suggested that the process of imagery itself needs to be broken
down to better determine the specific parameters under which imagery is most
effective. Once these parameters are established, they can be combined into an
effective imagery program. Traditionally imagery studies have not specified those
processes which may facilitate imagery's effect. Generally, many of the previous
studies (e.g. Epstein, 1980; Ryan & Simons, 1981; 1982; 1983; Smyth, 1975)
instructed subjects to image as vividly as possible the desired physical motion. Such
an instruction leaves room for many variables to come into play, such as rate or speed
of imaging, task experience of the subject, and whether or not the image is seen in first
person (internal) or in the third person (external).
In isolating one variable, the rate of imagery, Andre and Means (1986)
speculated that slow motion imagery would enrich the subject's imaginal experience
more than normal or high speed imagery. Most sports are performed at a high rate of
speed and are therefore quite difficult to imagine perfectly performed at this speed.
However, by slowing down the imagery experience it was hypothesized that subjects
would be better able to control the imaged action and even be able to feel the movement
taking place. Consequently, slow-motion imagery should enhance the vividness,
controllability, and kinesthetic awareness of the image which would in turn increase
imagery's effect on performance. However, in researching effect of slow-motion
imagery on Frisbee toss performance, Andre and Means could not verify their
speculations and suggested various methodological changes for further research.
Physical performance has been related to various psychological factors such as
Attribution Theory and the Theory of Self-efficacy. Attribution Theory (Heider,
1958) is a cognitive approach to motivation, and assumes that people strive to
explain, understand, and predict events based upon their cognitive perception of
events. Attribution theory's primary dimension is locus of control which is divided
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into two categories, internal and external. A person with internal locus of control will
attribute the cause of an event to internal forces and is likely to successfully cope with
the event, while a person with external locus of control will attribute the cause of an
event to external forces and is less likely to successfully cope with the event.
Therefore, internal locus of control is related to past performance success (Chalip,
1 9 8 0 ) , which should in turn relate it to future performance by intrinsically
motivating the individual.
For many years it has been emphasized that the role that an athlete's confidence
plays is vital in achieving maximum athletic performance. It has been argued that if
athletes are confident in their ability, then actual performance will be greatly
enhanced. Conversely, if athletes have little confidence in their athletic skills, then
performance will suffer (Bandura, 1982; Weinberg and Jackson, 1990). In a theory
proposed by Bandura ( 1 9 7 7 ) self-confidence, or as he termed self-efficacy, is
hypothesized to arise from diverse sources of information acquired from personal and
social experiences. Recent studies have indicated that self-efficacy is an important
determinant of performance and also found direct effects of self-efficacy treatment on
performance. It is therefore proposed that a slow-motion imagery program, which
will facilitate successful performance, will in turn promote greater physical selfefficacy.
Bryan ( 1 9 8 7 ) , Smith ( 1 9 8 7 ) , and Wollman ( 1 9 8 6 ) have suggested that future
research in sport psychology needs to be more applied, clinical, and technique oriented.
Wollman and Bryan further stated that the effects of an imagery study can be more
easily seen and monitored using a single-subject design.

This design monitors

individuals performance both during a baseline period and during a treatment period,
as each individual acts as his or her own control. In doing so the experimenter can
detect the success or failure of an individual subject that would have been masked by a
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group design. Also, the single-subject design allows the experimenter to monitor and
analyze the possible causes of performance success or failure which adds more
relevance to the effect of the treatment. Consequently, a single-subject multiple
baseline across individuals design was be employed in this study to facilitate the
investigation of slow-motion imagery's effect on motor skill performance. In theory,
slow-motion imagery facilitates motor skill performance which should in turn
enhance both self-efficacy and locus of control.

1.1. Justification of the Study
While imagery is possibly the most popular mental skill used in athletic
performance, few conditions of effective imagery on motor skill performance have
been isolated. In theory, the rate of imagery may be a powerful facilitator of an
imagery program and therefore may also be the vital link between imagery and motor
skill performance that has largely remained unsubstantiated in previous research.

1.2. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of slow-motion imagery on the
performance of a complex motor skill using a single-subject multiple baseline across
individuals design.

1.3. Study Hypotheses
1. The use of slow-motion imagery will enhance performance of the complex
motor skill of the long jump.
2. The imagery program will facilitate more internalized locus of control.
3. The imagery program will also enhance self-efficacy.
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1.4.

Delimitations:

1. This study will use intermediate level athletes as subjects, as Harris and
Robinson (1986) found that some experience was needed for imagery to have a strong
effect. While the subjects in this study were considered to have the necessary task
experience for proper imagery, none could be described as elite athletes.
2. In theory, if rate of imagery can enhance the performance of any athlete, it
should apply to all athletes. However, generalizing the results of a study involving
younger but relatively experienced athletes to older athletes is not the intent of this
study.
1.5. Limitations:
1. Although the length of this study might lend itself to a degree of contamination
from "external factors", the single-subject design should enable the experimenter to
personally monitor such effects by spending extensive time monitoring each athlete.
Also, subjects will be asked to maintain a training diary, providing the experimenter
with even more insight to the various issues that might affect athletic performance.
2. Actual competition would be a desirable testing condition for such a study.
However, this would be difficult to either organize or control. Instead, the natural
setting of each athlete's training facility will be used to ensure subjects feel they are
training normally. The natural setting should also eliminate any test anxiety caused by
a controlled scientific experiment and leave the athletes to concentrate on jumping.
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1.6.

Definition of T e r m s

1. Attribution Theory. A cognitive approach to motivation, which theorizes that
people strive to explain, understand and predict events based upon their cognitive
perception of events (Weiner, 1979).
2. Imagery: "The symbolic (mental) rehearsal of a physical activity in the
absence of any gross muscular movements" (Richardson, 1967, p.915).
3. Locus of Control: "The extent to which people believe they are responsible for
their behavioral outcomes" (Chalip, 1980, p.77).

4. Rate of Imagery: The relative speed of a person's image during the process of
imagery. A person may image in actual life-like speed, in faster than life-like speed,
or in a slow-motion speed (Andre & Means, 1986).
5. Self-Efficacy - "A judgment of how well one can execute courses of action
required to deal with prospective situations" (Bandura, 1982, p. 123).
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CHAPTER TWO:

LITERATURE R E V I E W

2.0. Introduction
This chapter will review the effect of imagery on motor skill performance, as
well as the influence of locus of control, and the Theory of Self-Efficacy on motor skill
performance. Following an initial discussion of Imagery Theory, the first section will
review early imagery research, anecdotal evidence, and Psychoneuromuscular Theory.
This in turn will be followed by a review of methodological conditions which may
facilitate the effect of imagery on performance including imagery practice, imagery
script, and immediate physical practice; and individual differences which may
facilitate the effect of imagery including task experience, vividness and controllability,
internal and external perspectives, relaxation control, arousal control, and rate of
imagery.
In addition to imagery and other mental skills which can be used to enhance
performance, there are certain individual psychological factors which are affected by
performance and which directly influence an athlete's physical performance. The
remaining two sections of this chapter will review two of these psychological factors,
namely Attribution Theory and in particular it's dimension of locus of control, and the
Theory of Self-Efficacy.
2.1. I magery Theory
It has long been assumed that since most elite athletes have similar physical
skills, it is their mental skills that separate the great from the near great. In the
words of the Hall of Fame baseball player Yogi Berra, "Baseball is 9 0 % mental, and the
other half is physical". While many may have questioned his mathamatics, few have
questioned the idea itself. That is, athletes need to develop their mental skills as much
as their physical skills if they want to reach their full potential. When one has highly
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developed mental skills, physical skills are easier to attain and perform. These mental
skills are similar to physical skills in that they come naturally to some and are more
difficult toattain for others. However, they are attainable to those that are willing to
undertake the effort. Mental skills can be acquired, improved, and refined in much the
same way as physical skills, through patience and constant practice.
A mental skill is any cognitive process which can be practiced and refined in
order to enhance performance. Possibly the most widely used mental skill to aid
performance is imagery. To witness imagery in use, one needs only to watch any elite
sporting event. Most athletes during their pre-match preparation will take time to
concentrate on and prepare for their upcoming performance. This preparation is
usually done by using their imagination and mentally practicing a perfect performance
of their physical skills. Using imagery in preparation before an event is the most
popular application of this mental skill. However, imagery can also be used to learn
and practice sport skills, to learn and practice game strategies, to learn and practice
other mental skills, and even for the control of physiological responses and injury
recovery.
The term imagery has been referred to as imaginary practice (Perry, 1939),
covert rehearsal (Corbin, 1967a,b), symbolic rehearsal (Sackett, 1 9 3 5 ) , implicit
practice (Morrisett, 1956), mental practice (Corbin, 1972), and conceptualization
(Egstrom, 1964).

Imagery or mental practice has been defined as "the symbolic

rehearsal of a physical activity in the absence of any gross muscular movements"
(Richardson, 1 9 6 7 , p.915). In theory, repeatedly imagining a perfect performance of
a task will enhance actual task performance. However, imagery is not only seeing an
event in one's mind but also experiencing the event with all of one's senses and
emotions. This total imagery experience can be a powerful tool in enhancing skill
performance.
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The purpose of the this section of this paper is to review the process of imagery
itself and the conditions which enhance imagery's effect, but first an examination of
early research, anecdotal evidence, and Psychoneuromuscular Theory are provided.

2.1.1. Early Research
The effects of imagery on motor skill learning and performance has been widely
researched since the early 1900's. The first reported study which involved imagery
was conducted as early as 1897 when William Anderson, a physical educator, conducted
a series of six studies of mental practice and the transfer of training (Wiggins, 1984).
This research was followed by Washburn's ( 1 9 1 6 ) book "Movement and Mental
Imagery" which dealt with the phenomenon of imagery and it's effects on movement and
implied that imagined experience was of value in effecting changes in skilled motor
behavior. Although based upon pure speculation without any scientific evidense,
Washburn's ideas were the foundation upon which later studies of imagery were based,
Ground-breaking work was reported by Vandell, Davis, and Clugston, ( 1 9 4 3 ) which
was the first imagery study using a true motor skill. Employing dart-throwing and
basketball free-throw shooting as tasks, this study concluded that imagery was as
effective as physical practice in developing motor skills. Although not methodologically
sound, this study and it's results served as the impetus to further imagery research
involving motor skills.
From the 1940's to the present, imagery has been a major topic of sport
psychology research. Corbin (1972) described a typical imagery study exemplifying
past imagery studies. The typical study used 80 subjects and randomly assigned twenty
subjects to each of four groups; a control group, an imagery group, a physical practice
group, and an imagery plus physical practice group. It lasted 7 - 2 1

days, during

which all subjects except the controls practiced daily (mentally and/or physically).
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After this period, all subjects were tested and the means of groups were statistically
compared. The typical results were that the imagery group scored higher than the
control but not quite as high as the other two groups. The example served as a model of
past research (and it's flaws), out of which future research has evolved.
Since Washburn's (1916) speculations of imagery's effect on performance, over
100 studies have investigated the theory, yet these studies have provided equivocal
results on the actual effect of imagery. Generally, reviews on the effect of imagery on
performance have found a moderate effect at best (Corbin, 1967; Richardson,
1967a,b; Feltz & Landers, 1983 Smyth, 1975). A possible reason for thisfinding, as
Morrisett (1956) suggested, is that all motor tasks are made up of varying degrees of
motor skills and perceptual or symbolic skills that are cognitive based. He concluded
that imagery improved the performance of cognitive skills, and had little influence on
the performance of motor skills.
In a review and analysis of 60 studies in this area (Feltz & Landers, 1983), it
was shown that imagery had a moderate effect size of .48 on performance. Effect size is
defined as a standardized value which reveals the size of the study's effect on the
dependent variable and is derived from the difference between the control and
treatment means divided by the standard deviation (effect size of greater than .8 =
significant, around .5 = moderate, below .2 = weak effect)(Thornas and Nelson, 1990).
Upon further analysis of task specificity (Feltz & Landers, 1 983), imagery was found
to have a weak to moderate effect on motor skills (mean effect size of .43) and strength
skills (effect size of .20), and only seemed to significantly effect cognitive skills
(effect size of 1.44), verifying Morrisett's (1956) findings. Since most sports are
not cognitive by nature, but are comprised of predominantly highly complex motor and
strength skills, research indicates that imagery might not facilitate sport performance
at all. Why then do researchers continue pursuing the effect of imagery on motor skill

performance, if it has been shown to have a moderate to weak effect in repeated
experiments?

2.1.2. Anecdotal Evidence
In contrast to most empirical evidence, an abundance of anecdotal evidence
supports the effect of imagery on motor skill performance. Many authors have shown
that most elite athletes use some kind of imagery as part of their practice and game
preparation (Loehr, 1982; Suinn, 1983; Vealey, 1986). Heishman and Bunker
(1989) for example found that 81 % of a sample of elite lacrosse players believed that
imagery was extremely important to their preparation, while only 2% thought that
imagery was unimportant.
Sport psychologists have long recognized imagery as a valuable tool for motor
skill enhancement (Noel, 1980; Suinn, 1972; 1976; Weinberg, Seabourne, and
Jackson, 1981). Murphy, Jowdy, and Durtschi (1990) found that 90% of 159 United
States Olympic athletes reported using imagery and that 94% of the Olympic coaches
reported using imagery with their athletes and teams. A similar study of Canadian

athletes in various sports (Hall, Rodgers, b\ Barr, 1990) found that elite athletes used
imagery significantly more than recreational athletes. It follows therefore that there
must be some type of connection between the use of imagery and motor skill
performance or so many successful athletes would not be using it.

2.1.3. Psychoneuromuscular Theory
In 1916 Washburn suggested that tentative movements or movements of slight
magnitude actually occur during imaging. This idea inspired many studies on the
electromyographic (EMG) responses during imagery. Jacobson (1932) was the first
to scientifically show that EMG responses actually occur during imagery. Although
imagery did seem to increase the neuromuscular activity, conclusions could not be
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drawn as to whether it mirrored the imagined activity. Suinn ( 1 9 8 0 ) addressed this
problem as he examined the EMG responses of downhill skiers imaging a race and found
that the responses in their leg muscles mirrored those that were expected during an
actual race. Hale (1982), Harris and Robinson (1 986) and Jowdy and Harris (1990)
later verified the existence of the EMG/imagery relationship and concluded that
imagery fires the neural pathways of muscles used during the imaged activity and
creates a mental blueprint similar to that of physical practice. Furthermore,
according to psychoneuromuscular theory, this mental blueprint should facilitate
future physical performance.
Empirical evidence therefore suggests that there is a relationship between
imagery and motor skill performance. However, this research was on the effect of
imagery on neural pathways and not on imagery's effect on performance. Assuming that
firing of these neural pathways actually does facilitate performance, and that imagery
facilitates these firings, why have the results of mental practice on motor skill
performance been inconsistent and weak?
Hoban and Van Ormer ( 1950) and more recently Smith (1987) suggested that
the process of imagery itself needs to be broken down to better determine the specific
conditions under which imagery is most effective. They further speculated that the
type of imagery instruction provided might be of great importance in it's effectiveness.
If the instructions are nonspecific then many of the variables are left up to the imagery
ability of the individual. These variables include imagery vividness and
controllability, amount of imagery practice, previous task experience, relaxation and
arousal control, internal and external imagery focus, and rate of imagery. Defining and
investigating these conditions is the direction to which most recent imagery research
has taken,
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2.2.

Methodological Conditions W h i c h

May

Facilitate The Effect Of

Imagery
Imagery Practice: Suinn (1983, p.511) states clearly that "the value of mental
practice (imagery) is influenced by the subject's level of skill in the mental practice
process itself". Vealey (1986) used the term "imagery muscle" to emphasize this need
for practice, since effective imagery is not a skill that is learned overnight and may
take months of systematic practice. Bennet and Pravitz (1982) suggest that it takes at
least 8 weeks before subjects report positive effects from imagery. Feltz and Landers'
(1983) extensive review found that the more practice sessions the subjects had, the
better they performed and that more imagery practice time is necessary for motor
tasks than for cognitive tasks. Suinn (1983) and Twining (1 949) argue that imagery
practice should be done in short sessions of no more than 5 minutes over a long period
of time, rather than grouping many imagery practices in a few days.
The ability to image is a skill that can be highly influenced by practice. As more
imagery practice is employed, the stronger the imagery ability becomes.
Furthermore, the stronger that imagery ability becomes, the greater effect on
performance imagery will have. In summary, research suggests that imagery will
have it's greatest effect if practiced in 5 minute sessions a few times per week for at
least 8 weeks.
Imagery Script: Most sporting tasks are comprised of a strength component, a
motor skill component, and a cognitive component, all to varying degrees. Since mental
practice has a stronger effect on cognitive skills than motor skills, (Feltz & Landers,
1983; Ryan & Simons, 1983) effectiveness of imagery should be increased by
emphasizing the cognitive component of a sport. Hall and Erffmeyer (1983)
investigated this theory by symbolically coding a sequence of physical movements for

the free-throw shot in basketball. This cognitive sequence was then employed during
imagery, which resulted in significantly improved performance. Since motor skills
are made up of a sequence of specific physical movements, cognitive sequencing should
be possible for all sporting activities. The cognitive sequence or script can be
integrated into the imagery routine as a form of self-talk to keep the athlete highly
involved in imagery, and to re-emphasize various technical aspects of the physical
performance. It should also aid the athlete in vividness and controllability of imagery,
and emphasize relaxation awareness and kinesthetic cues for more effective internal
imaging. By controlling extraneous distractors (eg. stress) and by enhancing the
overall effect of imagery, research (Hall and Erffmeyer, 1983) indicates that
cognitive sequencing may be the key to successful imagery.
Immediate Performance: The most popular and possibly the most effective use of
imagery is in pre-event preparation. However, by employing a standard
pretest/posttest methodology, most imagery studies ignore this finding. Most studies
employ a physical skill pretest which is followed by imagery practice over a period of
time, followed by physical skill posttest. In theory, imagery immediately followed by
physical practice would heighten the kinesthetic "feel" of the imagery routine. In a
study using elite high jumpers, Abelskaya and Surkov (cited in Mintz, 1959) found
that imagining detailed movements of their jump before each attempt improved
performance more than those who did not use imagery. Although this study was an
observation of athletes over time and not a controled experiment, it provided a new
method of implementing imagery into applied research.
In a more scientific study, Waterland (1956) compared a physical practice tenpin bowling group to a mental practice group who were encouraged to recapture the
kinesthetic "feel" of the bowling action before each delivery. The mental practice
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group was found to perform a smoother action, greater speed of delivery, and a higher
score than the physical practice group. Therefore, research shows that the effect of
imagery is heightened when it is immediately followed by physical practice, and that
repeated intervals of imagery/physical practice are most effective.
2.3. Individual Differences Which May Facilitate The Effect Of Imagery
Task Experience: Generally, the more sport experience athletes have, the better
their imagery ability is likely to be. Corbin (1967a) argued that one must have past
experience in order to imagine an event for effective imagery. Imagery is stronger if
it is recreating the past rather than creating the future. That is, some prerequisite
experience of the physical movement is necessary for a life-like image to be created.
This seems logical since more task experience will facilitate imagery vividness and
controllability. One does not know what it feels like to walk on the moon until one
actually does it.
Research supporting the experience/imagery ability relationship includes Harris
and Robinson's (1986) study of EMG responses of arm raises of karate students. They
found that skill level, which is related to experience, influenced EMG responses during
imagery, and specifically that higher skilled subjects could produce greater EMG
responses in the imaged muscle regions during imagery than lower skilled subjects.
Similarly, in more applied studies, Whiteley (1962) and Start (1962) found that
experienced athletes improved performance with imagery more than novice athletes.
Furthermore, Feltz and Landers' (1 983) study found a strong mean effect size of .77
for experienced subjects, as compared to a moderate .44 for novices. Although these
results were not significant (t'=1.54, p=.18) they helped explain why many studies
using novice subjects have found a moderate to weak effect of imagery on performance.
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This research indicates that imagery is more effective on experienced athletes
than novice athletes, therefore, elite athletes should receive the most benefit from
imagery. Further research such as Noel (1980) and Suinn (1972, 1976) support
this suggestion, although only a small number of studies have employed elite athletes.
Relaxation: A relaxed state of mind during imagery is vital for imagery to have a
significant effect. Martens (1987, p.86) explains that "a quiet state permits imagery
to have a greater effect on the nervous system because it need not compete with other
events" and/or distractions. He suggests that imagery is a creative and artistic mental
process which occurs in the left hemisphere of the brain. Most distractive thoughts
(eg. worry, stress) also occur in the left hemisphere of the brain, therefore, a
distracted or unrelaxed state of mind interferes with the mental process of imagery.
The left side of the brain will distract the right side from functioning at it's full
capacity. A relaxed state should therefore facilitate imagery by reducing distracting
stimuli, aiding in recall, and clarifying the visual representation of experiences,
making the images more vivid and controllable. Supporting this theory, research
(Wallace and Benson, 1972) shows that imagery is most effective when the brain
waves are in the alpha phase, which indicates a quiet mind. Therefore, before imagery
can have much effect on performance, a relaxed state of mind must be attained. An
imagery program should contain a relaxation period before the actual imagery period.
Suinn (1972a,b) developed a technique termed visuo-motor behavior rehearsal
(VMBR) which involves an initial relaxation phase, followed by situational imagery,
and a simulated performance phase. Kolonay (1977) and Weinberg (1981) both
investigated VMBR with motor skills and concluded that an imagery program coupled
with relaxation awareness and training has a more powerful effect on performance than
either imagery alone or relaxation alone. Relaxation is one of the few conditions of
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imagery that seems consistent in it's positive influence on the effect of imagery.
Arousal Control: The level of an individual's arousal can influence the effect of an
imagery program on performance. Murphy (1988), Wilkes (1984), and Caudill
(1 983) found that arousal control had a significant effect on motor skill and strength
performance, particularly when it is coupled with self-efficacy (thoughts of positive
outcome). It was suggested that tasks involving a high degree of strength skills
required a higher ideal arousal level. Furthermore, tasks involving a high degree of
cognitive skills required a lower ideal arousal level. Therefore, by educating the
athlete on task specific ideal arousal levels and self-efficacy, the whole imagery
routine can easily be used as a positive arousal mechanism before practice and
performance. Preparatory positive arousal control (either up or down) is an
important variable which needs to be controlled for in imagery research and applied
settings.
Vividness and Controllability: A vivid image is one in which the imaged event is
colorful, realistic, and involves the appropriate senses as well as related emotions
(Smith, 1987). More life-like images should be easier to compare to past experiences
and may lead to more accurate future execution. Suinn (1983) in studying the
imagery of skiers, found that better skiers' images were more vivid and clear.
Similarly, Meyers, Cooke, Cullen, and Liles (1979) found that more successful
racquetball players had greater clarity of imagery. Start and Richardson (1964)
taught subjects a novel task with the use of imagery and monitored their imagery
vividness and controllability along with their task ability. They tentatively concluded
that persons with more vivid and controlled imagery have a greater benefit from
imagery than persons with less vivid and controlled imagery. Also, Start and
Richardson concluded that although vividness and controllability are linked to better
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performance, controllability is a much stronger factor than vividness,
Imagery control has been researched under three different areas or control types,
One type of imagery control is the manipulation of the imaged event. Clark (1960), in
studying basketball free-throws, found that as one improves ability to control
imagery, self-confidence and ability to identify errors in behavior improves as well.
This effect should in turn improve ability to perform motor skills. Another type of
imagery control is whether one is able turn to images on and off at will, as imagery
during performance is distracting and may inhibit performance (Richardson, 1969).
The type of imagery control that is most often linked with improved performance is
simply outcome control imagery. Woolfolk, Murphy, Gottesfeld and Aitken (1985)
found that subjects who had a negative image of their performance outcome were more
likely to perform poorly than those with a positive image. In other words, image of
activity outcome is proportional to the performance of the activity and eventual
outcome.
Therefore, research demonstrates that vivid and controllable imagery will have a
greater effect on performance than normal imagery. Vividness and controllability of
imagery are skills that can be developed and improved over time. Some individuals are
more talented at achieving this than others, but even those poor in imagery skills can
improve (Richardson, 1969),
Internal and Fxternal Imagery: Mahoney and Avener (1977) first classified
imagery into perspectives. That is, imagery can either be internal, as in seeing the
image through one's own eyes, or external, seeing the image from outside one's body
like on television. The main difference between internal and external perspective is
the presence of kinesthetic awareness during internal imagery. If athletes image an
activity in the first person (internal) perspective, they may become aware of how
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their body will feel during the movements. The more one can feel the experience of the
image, the more vivid and controllable the image should be. Kinesthetic awareness
during internal imagery seems to be a powerful facilitator of imagery effectiveness,
and it has been postulated by Waterland (1956) that this type of internal imagery
enhances performance.
Mahoney and Avener (1977) found that within a sample of elite gymnasts, very
successful athletes relied primarily on internal imagery while less successful athletes
relied on external imagery. Harris and Robinson (1986) studied the EMG levels
during internal and external imagery of karate students and found that internal
imagery produced more neuromuscular activity than external imagery. Likewise, Hale
(1982) showed that internal imagery stimulated more integrated muscular activity
than external imagery, which merely stimulated ocular activity. Hence, internal
imagery seems to facilitate a higher level of performance than external imagery. In
attempts to verify this finding in motor skill performance experiments, some
researchers (Epstein, 1980; Ryan & Simons, 1982; Start, 1964b) have been
unsuccessful. Although internal imagery has been widely assumed to have a greater
effect on performance than external imagery (Martens, 1987; Vealey, 1986;
Weinberg, Seabourne, and Jackson, 1981), there remains some doubt as to the link
between internal or external imagery and motor skill performance,
Rate of Imagery: A relatively new area of imagery was theorized by Means
(1 983) who suggested that by slowing down the process of imagery, one may enrich
imaginal experience. According to Means, slow-motion imagery should make it
possible for the imager to analyze possibly overlooked mistakes in performance and
correct imagined movements. In this way, perhaps details that were unseen may
become more vivid and controllable. Similarly, a slow-motion image should allow
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kinesthetic feelings that were once vague and nondescript to become vivid and
controllable, therefore heightening the effect of the image. As research suggests (eg,
Start & Richardson, 1964) individuals with more vivid and controllable imagery will
have a greater benefit from imagery use. Therefore, the use of slow-motion imagery
should enhance the effectiveness of imagery on motor skill performance.
In the only study reported on this approach, Andre and Means (1 9 8 6 ) employed a
standard pretreatment/posttreatment design. Performance measures were obtained for
three groups: a standard mental practice group ( M P ) , a slow-motion mental practice
group ( S M M P ) , and an attention placebo group (APC). The motor skill employed as the
experimental activity was the "putting" stroke in Frisbee Golf, which is a standing
frisbee throw aimed at a basket on a pole. After an initial physical practice session,
the mental practice procedure consisted of five thirty-minute audio-taped sessions
over five days without any immediate physical practice. This was followed by a
performance day similar to the initial physical practice.
This study did not verify the previous speculations on slow-motion imagery as no
significant difference between the S M M P and the M P was found. There was also no
significant difference between the APC and the two mental practice groups. The
ineffectiveness of both of the mental practice groups nullified any possible conclusions
on slow-motion mental practice, however the lack of imagery effectiveness may be
explained in several ways.
The experimenters reported that required participation seemed to cause a
motivational problem among the subjects. The repeated mental practice sessions were
also reported to have bored the subjects, which further affected motivational levels.
Without employing any form of direct imagery assessment, Andre and Means ( 1 9 8 3 )
found it difficult to determine whether any of the subjects actually performed the
imagery routine. Therefore, to ensure a high motivation level, subjects should be
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volunteers and the treatment should be more involving and interesting for the subjects.
Furthermore, some sort of direct imagery assessment should be employed.
The apparent lack of motivation seemed to affect the subjects imaging, as the
posttreatment questionnaire revealed that there was no significant difference between
the speed of S M M P ' s images and the speed of MP's images. Since both groups imaged at
the same rate, any between groups difference could not be caused by the independent
variable (rate of imagery). Slow-motion imagery treatment instructions need to be
more guided and descriptive for the treatment to have a stronger effect. The mental
practice duration of one week may have also been too short to allow for significant
effects to occur, as Bennet and Pravitz ( 1 9 8 2 ) suggested that it might take up to eight
weeks for imagery to have an effect. More imagery time, over a longer duration, might
have increased the effect of the imagery treatment. The motor task chosen for this
experiment may have also allowed for an amount of variance. The nature of the
"putting" stroke in Frisbee Golf is an all-or-nothing activity and it does not lend itself
to methodologically sound experimental investigation. A performance task with more
measurement sensitivity would be better suited for such a study.
In theory, slow-motion imagery may be a powerful facilitator of the effectiveness
of an imagery program and therefore be a facilitator of motor skill performance.
Although this study showed no significant results on the rate of imagery in mental
practice, it also included many methodological problems which confounded it's results.
Further research concerning the effectiveness of slow-motion imagery is necessary
before Andre and Mean's (1983) theory can be discounted or supported.

2.4. Imagery Summary
There seems to be little doubt that imagery can facilitate athletic performance,
as anecdotal and psychoneuromuscular evidence suggests that imagery has a significant

effect on motor skill performance. Imagery theory, which has existed since 1916, has
generated over 100 studies on performance but has provided empirical evidence which
only moderately supports the imagery/motor skill performance relationship,
Overwhelming evidence suggests that there are many variables that influence the effect
of imagery on performance. These variables need to be further studied in order to be
understood, controlled for, and encompassed into more effective imagery programs.
With generally successful results, recent research has isolated and studied imagery
variables such as imagery experience, task experience, cognitive versus motor skill
tasks, internal and external imagery, rate of imagery, relaxation, arousal control, and
vividness and controllability of imagery, in order to understand the effect of imagery
on performance. However, as suggested in each of the reviewed studies, more research
on conditions which facilitate the effect of imagery is necessary to further understand
imagery's effect on performance. The purpose of the present study therefore is to
investigate the rate of imagery and it's effect on motor skill performance.

2.5. Locus of Control
Attribution Theory: Attributions are reasons that people use to explain cause and
effect relationships. W h e n placed within a behavioral perspective, attributions are
reasons that people use to explain the cause of their personal behavior and the behavior
of others. Similarly, Attribution Theory (Heider, 1958; Cox, 1 9 9 0 ) is a cognitive
approach to motivation, which assumes that people strive to explain events based upon
their cognitive perception of the events and that these causal attributions will affect
their future behavior. This theory is centered on the premise that every human being
tries to explain, understand, and predict events in terms of the perceived causes of the
event, which are based largely on past outcomes and attitudes toward the outcomes
(Weiner, 1979). The cause that a person places on an event directly affects the way in
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which they cope with the event, which will indirectly influence their behavior in the
future.
There are relatively stable, individual differences in the kinds of causal
attributions people make (Ickes, 1980). The generally consistent manner in which
people tend to account for outcomes is termed their attributional style and is comprised
of five dimensions, which are: internality, controllability, stability, globality, and
intentionality. Internality (also termed locus of control) was introduced by Fritz
Heider ( 1 9 5 8 ) , the founder of Attribution Theory, and refers to whether the perceived
cause is internal or external to the individual. The dimension of Stability was added by
Weiner ( 1 9 7 2 ) and it concerns how fixed or variable the cause of the event is. Weiner
( 1 9 7 9 ) further added the dimension of Controllability, which refers to whether the
perceived cause is controllable by the individual. Globality was introduced by
Seligman, Abramson, Semmel & van Baeyer (1 979) and pertains to whether the cause
influences just one specific event or if it influences many different events in the
person's life. Eligand Frieze ( 1 9 7 5 ) added the dimension of Intentionality, which
refers to whether the event was intentionally caused. These five dimensions can be
used to identify individual differences in attributional style for sport-related events
(Hanrahan, Grove, & Hattie, 1989). This attributional style can provide insight into
the person's coping abilities and in turn provide implications toward their future
performance. This theory, therefore, has many implications to physical performance
and applied sport psychology.
W h e n Attribution Theory was introduced by Heider ( 1 9 5 8 ) , it was based on the
dimension of internality or locus of control, as he suggested that behavior is
determined by a combination of internal and external forces. Therefore, a person's
i nnns nf Control refers to the tendency upon which people place responsibility for
their behavioral outcomes on either internal or external forces. In an athletic context,

a person with an internal Locus of Control will tend to attribute the causes of events to
internal forces such as personal level of ability, effort, or fatigue. Conversely, a
person with an external Locus of Control will tend to attribute the causes of events to
external forces beyond their own control such as level of task difficulty, opportunity,
or luck.
Locus of Control applies directly to the athlete, as it has been cited as an
important factor in achievement-orientation behavior (Chalip, 1980). An internal
attributer will see the cause of an event as being under their control and are likely to
adjust their behavior for more successful future performance.

In contrast, an

external attributer will see the cause of an event as being out of their control and will
likely not adjust their behavior. Therefore, the better an athlete is able to cope with a
situation or performance, the more likely they are to successfully perform in that
situation in the future (Tenenbaum, Furst & Weingarten, 1984; Chalip, 1980).
Furthermore, Chalip ( 1 9 8 0 ) suggested that internal attributers demonstrate less
performance disruption under stress than external attributers, and are better able to
use the task-centred coping behaviors that are such an integral part of successful
athletic performance. Therefore, if an athlete is educated on proper attributional style
and thereby improves their coping skills, then their future performances should be
enhanced.
Research also shows that there is a significant relationship between performance
success & internal Locus of Control, as most people explain the cause of a successful
event on the internal forces, ability and hard work (Weiner, 1985). While ability is
thought to be relatively stable, the internal attribution that success is caused by hard
work usually results in the intent to work hard in the future (Dalel, Weiner, and
Brown, 1985). This should in turn create more performance success which should
internalize the athlete's locus of control further.
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Attribution theory is very useful in understanding behavior exhibited in
achievement situations such as athletic performance. The implications of this theory
have specific relevance in understanding athletes and ascertaining when they are
making an inappropriate attribution for an event. Locus of control can also be
employed in the prediction of athletic success as it is related to past and future
performance. This locus of control/performance relationship will be investigated in
this study, as the performance success created by the imagery program should
internalize the athlete's locus of control.
2.6. Self-Efficacy Theory
Athletes and coaches have for many years emphasized the important role of
confidence (efficacy) in achieving maximum athletic performance. It has been argued
that if athletes expect to perform well and are confident in their ability, then actual
performance will be greatly enhanced. Conversely, if athletes expect to perform
poorly and have little confidence in their athletic skills, then performance will suffer
(Bandura, 1982; Weinberg and Jackson, 1990).
Until recently, behavioral psychology research has primarily centered on issues
concerning either acquisition of knowledge or execution of response patterns. Albert
Bandura (1977), the founder of Self-Efficacy theory, sought to bridge the gap between
these two areas as he investigated the process governing the interrelationship between
knowledge and action. He suggested that people often do not behave optimally, even
though they know exactly what to do. Therefore, knowledge and skill alone are
insufficient tools for successful behavior. Self-referent thoughts or thoughts of selfefficacy also mediate the relationship between knowledge and action. Self-efficacy has
been defined as a judgment of how well one can execute courses of action required to
deal with prospective situations (Bandura, 1982). The issue Bandura then addressed

was how people judge their capabilities and, through their perceived self-efficacy, how
that affects motivation and behavior,
There are a variety of areas in which individuals must achieve mastery in order
to perceive themselves as efficacious or successful. Strong perceived self-efficacy is
based on the acquisition of complex social, cognitive, linguistic, and physical skills
through personal or socially mediated experiences (Ryckman, Robbins, Thornton, and
Cantrell, 1982). These four areas which comprise global self-efficacy, affect the
individual's behavior in each corresponding area. For example, social self-efficacy
will affect a person's social behavior. This theory has many implications for the
athlete, as sporting performance is influenced by an athlete's physical self-efficacy.
Therefore, by understanding the physical self-efficacy/performance relationship, this
self-efficacy theory can be applied on the athletic field.
Perceived physical self-efficacy is not simply fantasy or ideal estimates of future
task ability but honest appraisals of operative capabilities which encompass how
people behave, their thought patterns, and the emotional reactions they experience in
taxing situations. Acting on misjudgements of self-efficacy can produce adverse
consequences, while accurate appraisals of self-efficacy has considerable functional
value. Self-efficacy judgments, whether accurate or faulty, influence choice of
activities, as people avoid activities that they believe exceed their coping capabilities,
while they undertake and perform confidently those that they judge themselves capable
of managing (Bandura, 1977). Bandura and Schunk (1981) theorized that a sense of
personal efficacy in mastering challenges is apt to generate greater interest in the
activity than is self-perceived inefficacy in producing competent performances. This
interest level will then influence their actual performance achievement
The effort people will expend and how long they will persist in the face of
obstacles or aversive experiences is also determined by judgments of self-efficacy
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(Bandura, & Schunk, 1981; Weinberg, Gould, & Jackson, 1979). W h e n faced with
difficulties in performance, people who have serious doubts in their capabilities lower
their effort or give up completely, while those with a strong sense of self-efficacy
exert even greater effort to master the challenge. This high perseverance usually
produces high performance achievements (Bandura, 1982).
Thought patterns and emotional reactions during pre-event preparation and
actual performance are also influenced by private evaluation of personal capabilities
(Beck, 1976; Meichenbaum, 1977; Sarason, 1975). Those lacking in self-efficacy
when coping with the demands of performance will dwell on their personal deficiencies
and imagine potential problems as more formidable than they really are.

This

perception creates stress and hinders performance by diverting attention from how
best to proceed with the task to concerns of failure. Conversely, those with a strong
sense of self-efficacy focus their attention and effort on the demands of the
performance, and exert greater effort to challenges,
Therefore, research strongly suggests that self-efficacy is related to past
performance.

However, self-efficacy is also strongly related to future task

performance; even more so than to past performance (Bandura, 1982). A person's
self-efficacy will be influenced by their recent performance success or failure, and
conversely their self-efficacy will also influence their future performance success or
failure. Theoretically, a person's self-efficacy will either spiral upward or downward
as self-efficacy and performance build on each other.
This body of research suggests that self-efficacy influences the activities a
person will choose to undertake as well as the effort they will exert. In addition, their
thought patterns and emotional reactions during pre-event preparation and
performance, and the success of the actual performance will be affected.

Considering the substantial relationship between self-efficacy and performance,
how can self-efficacy best be enhanced in the athlete? Self-efficacy can be achieved
and developed through acquiring related information from four primary sources:
performance accomplishments, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and
emotional arousal. Methods of influencing self-efficacy can therefore be divided into
these categories and include: performance accomplishments such as participant
modeling, performance desensitization, performance exposure, and self-instructed
performance; vicarious experiences such as live modeling and symbolic modeling;
verbal persuasions such as suggestion, exhortation, self-instruction, and interpretive
treatments; and emotional arousal such as attribution, relaxation, biofeedback,
symbolic desensitization, and symbolic exposure (Bandura, 1977).

Research

conducted on these four primary sources suggest that performance accomplishments
(Weinberg, Gould, & Jackson, 1979; Weinberg, Gould, Yukelson, & Jackson, 1981),
vicarious experiences (Feltz, 1982; Feltz, Landers, & Raeder, 1979; Gould & Weiss,
1 9 8 1 ) and verbal persuasion (Weinberg, Gould, & Jackson, 1979; Weinberg,
Yukelson, and Jackson, 1980) were associated with changes in efficacy judgments and
corresponding performance, with performance accomplishments providing the most
change. Anxiety control, however, has received little attention and has not provided
strong support for the hypothesized relationship (Lin, & Gill, 1984). Therefore, by
increasing and enhancing an athlete's performance accomplishments, vicarious
experiences and verbal persuasion, self-efficacy can be strengthened, which will in
turn enhance their performance.
In summary, Bandura's ( 1 9 7 7 ) self-efficacy theory is derived from diverse
sources of information acquired from direct and mediated experiences, and is based on
perceived coping capabilities rather than on personality traits or motives of
expectation. The theory predicts that increases in self-efficacy will lead to behavior

change, and recent studies (Bandura, & Schunk, 1981; Ryckman, Robbins, Thornton,
and Cantrell, 1982; Schunk, 1981; Weinberg, Gould, & Jackson, 1979) have found
that self-efficacy is an important determinant of performance. Research has also
reported the direct effects of self-efficacy treatment on performance.
It is therefore proposed that slow-motion imagery, which will facilitate
successful performance, will in turn promote greater physical self-efficacy.

CHAPTER THREE: METHODS AND PROCEDURES

3.0. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the experimental methodology and it's rationale will be discussed
and explained. This will include seven sections: Statistical Design, Study Sample,
Experimental Activity, Treatment, Performance Measures, Instruments Used, and Data
Collection.
Section one, Statistical Design, explains the need for a single-subject multiplebaseline across-individuals design which has been supported by Bryan (1 987), Smith
(1 987) and Wollman (1986). Considering the lack of empirical evidence supporting
slow-motion imagery's effect on performance, this design is considered vital to the
success of this study due to it's ability to isolate the internal and external variables
over an extended experimental schedule. Section two, Study Sample, includes the
rationale for using intermediate to elite level athletes as well as brief subject
demographics. Section three, Experimental Activity, describes the employed motor
skill task of long jump. Section four, Treatment, briefly explains the theory of slowmotion imagery and how it will be controlled as an independent variable. Section five,
Performance Measures, includes the rationale for using the dependent variables of long
jump distance, long jump accuracy, and subjective rating and describes the methods of
assessment employed. Section six, Instruments Used, describes the physical equipment
required to assess the independent variables, along with the questionnaires employed,
including: Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (Marks, 1973), Visual
Movement Imagery Questionnaire (Isaac, Marks & Russell, 1986), Wingate Sport
Achievement Responsibility Scale (Tenenbaum, Furst, & Weingarten, 1984), and
Physical Self-Efficacy Scale (Ryckman, Robbins, Thornton, & Cantrell, 1982). Also
included are examples of the Imagery Training Program and Imagery Script, along with
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explanations of Post-Experimental Interview, Training Diary, and Athletic History
Questionnaire. Finally section seven, Data Collection, describes exact procedure of
conducting the experiment, and collecting data.

3.1. STATISTICAL DESIGN
Corbin ( 1 9 7 2 ) argued that traditionally imagery research has involved group
designs in which separate groups are exposed to different treatment conditions.
Assessment of group designs consist of comparing performances of one or more
treatment groups to a control group. This, however, can lead to many problems for
applied sport psychology research. Zaichkowsky (1 980) suggested that group designs
pose an ethical problem by employing a no-treatment control group that denies the
study's benefits to a portion of the subjects, which may be unacceptable to coaches and
athletes. Furthermore, individual impact of the treatment may be masked by averaging
results to compare groups. Small performance gains by an athlete may have a great
significance to the individual but be considered statistically insignificant in a group
design.
These problems may be bypassed with the implementation of a single-subject
design. While group designs compare performance of separate groups under different
conditions, single-subject designs observe individual performance over a period of
time before and after the implementation of one or more treatment conditions. These
separate performance periods are then compared as each subject acts as his or her own
control. Bryan ( 1 9 8 7 ) explained that single-subject designs eliminate the need for
control groups and allow intensive investigation of athletes who may have performance
problems, thereby eliminating any performance masking created by group designs.
The single-subject design may lead to a problem of demonstrating that only the
treatment and not external forces changed performance.

However, this can be

eliminated by implementing multiple baselines within the single-subject design.
Therefore, data may be collected from subjects during baseline periods of varying
lengths which should isolate the cause of performance change to the treatment.
Bryan (1980) indicated that this single-subject multiple baseline design would
be the most useful for applied sport psychology research. Further, Wollman (1986)
stated that the effects of imagery can be easier seen and monitored using a singlesubject design. This design allows the experimenter to monitor and analyze possible
causes of performance success or failure providing a better understanding of the effect
of the treatment. Furthermore, single-subject designs provide insight on the
individual's imaginal experience while ensuring some control over extraneous factors
that might occur during the treatment phase.
Consequently, a single-subject multiple-baseline across-individuals design was
employed for this study. Each subject acted as his or her own control, as imagery
enhanced jump scores (jump distances, accuracy of jump, and subjective form
ratings) were compared to baseline jump scores. Baseline durations of two to five
weeks were randomly assigned to each subject prior to the experiment. These
durations were chosen to give the subjects ample time to establish a stable pattern of
performance. It is this pattern of performance; be it increasing, declining, or stable,
that was compared to the imagery enhanced jump scores. An experimental schedule is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Experimental schedule illustrating a single-subject multiple-baseline
across-individuals design.

3.2. STUDY SAMPLE
Based on the research of Smith (1987), Feltz and Landers (1983), and Harris
and Robinson (1986) it was concluded that future imagery research should use elite
athletes as subjects with firmly ingrained motor skills would benefit more from
imagery than novice subjects.
While not all athletes used in this study were classified as elite, all subjects had
the necessary task experience for a proper imagery routine to be used. Five
intermediate - elite level long jumpers with at least three years of jumping
experience were recruited from The University of Western Australia Athletics club,
subjects included; Jenny Clack 17, a former international level female gymnast who
has switched sports to become a long jumper, Dana McCall 19, a female heptathlete
who has represented Australia at the Pan Pacific Junior Games, Nicole Mladenis 15, a
female long and triple jumper and two-time state representative at the Friendly Games
(international junior competition), Michelle Pratt 17, a female long jumper who has
placed third or better in four events at the Under-16 Australian National Athletics

Championships and a member of the State Lacrosse Team, and Mike Cutler 17, a male
sprinter and school champion long jumper. Each athlete was interviewed individually
and briefed on the expectations of them as a subject.
3.3. EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITY
In order to investigate the effect of slow-motion imagery's effect on motor skill
performance, the standard Olympic track and field event of the long jump was employed
as the experimental activity. This task is performed by simply running down a
runway and jumping off a take-off board as far as possible into a sand pit. The distance
traveled from the take-off board to the first break in the sand is recorded as the
measurement.

The difficulty lies in performing proper jumping technique after

reaching full speed. Therefore, long jump was chosen because of the high degree of
motor skill required for performance and it's high generalizability to most other
individual closed-skill sports.
Smith ( 1 9 8 7 ) also suggested that the experimental setting should take place in
natural settings, therefore, subjects scheduled the once per week experiment around
their normal training time at their normal training site, thus, creating a completely
natural setting.

3.4. TREATMENT: IMAGERY PROGRAM
Smith (1 9 8 7 ) suggested that the process of imagery itself needs to be broken
down to better determine the specific parameters under which imagery is most
effective. One such parameter, rate of imagery, was theorized by Andre and Means
(1 9 8 6 ) who speculated that slow motion imagery would enrich the subject's imaginal
experience more than normal speed imagery. Most sports are performed at a high rate
of speed and are therefore quite difficult to imagine perfectly performed at their

natural speed. However, by slowing down the imagery experience it was hypothesized
that subjects would be better able to control the imaged action and even be able to feel
the movement taking place. Consequently, slow-motion imagery should enhance the
vividness, controllability, and kinesthetic awareness of the image which will in turn,
increase imagery's effect on performance. Therefore, the independent variable used
for this study was the rate of imagery that the subjects employed in their imagery
routine. This variable was introduced by an Imagery Training Program (ITP) that
each subject was individually guided through. The ITP briefly explained how to use
imagery and in particular emphasized the use of slow-motion imagery and it's
potential in heightening the effects of imagery on performance. Also a self-report
Training Diary (TD) was employed to monitor the relative speed of imagery used by
the individuals throughout the study.

3.5. PERFORMANCE MEASURES: DEPENDENT VARIABLES
To exanmine the effectiveness of slow-motion imagery on performance
enhancement of the task of long jumping, each long jump was assessed by examining
three separate components: objective measurements of long jump distance, long jump
accuracy (legal or illegal), and a subjective rating from a long-jump expert of the
overall form or technique of each jump. These measures were recorded after each
jump on the athletes Training Diary which provided direct feedback to the athletes.
The format of the scoring table is exemplified in figure 3.2.

DATE:
JUMP *

1

2

WEEK:
4
3

5

6

DISTANCE
ACCURACY
RATING
Figure 3.2. Dependent measures scoring table from Training Diary.
3.6. INSTRUMENTS USED
3.6.1. Measurement of the Dependent Variables:
The experimental site was a grass track, therefore a rubberized long jump takeoff mat was required for safety and to provide a consistent jumping surface throughout
the experiment. Grass spikes were attached to the bottom edges of the jumping mat
illustrated in Figure 3.3 to ensure stability of the mat itself. The jumping mat which
had clearly marked legal and illegal jumping zones replicating a standard take-off
board, was used in the measurement of accuracy. If any part of the athlete's foot
touched the illegal zone or beyond then the jump was considered a foul or illegal. A
simple 'yes' or 'no', regarding the legality of the jump was recorded in the Training
Diary.
_

ILLEGAL

_—

CM.

PING ZONBs

LEGAL JUMPING ZONE
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Figure 3.3. Illustration of jumping mat used in measuring long jump accuracy.

A standard metric measuring tape was used to assess the distance of each jump,
Standard Track and Field procedures require that a long jump is measured from a
constant point on the take-off board to the nearest break in the sand of the long jump
landing pit. However, for the purpose of this experiment, it was decided to measure
each jump from the actual point of take-off. This procedure allowed for a precise
measurement of distance regardless of accuracy of the athlete's run-up.
A subjective rating was recorded for each jump using a Likert type scale of 1 to
9(1= very poor technique; 9 = very good technique). This rating was provided for all
athletes by their actual coach (Anne Masters, a level 3 coach).

3.6.2 Athletic History Questionnaire
An Athletic History Questionnaire (Appendix 1) was administered prior to the
experiment to provide insight on the athlete's sporting history, their expectations for
the season, along with their personal views of imagery. This inventory was designed to
discover individual performance levels, and to acquaint the researcher with the
subjects on a personal level.

3.6.3. The Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (Marks. 1973) and The Visual
Movement Imagery Questionnaire (Isaac. Marks & Russell. 1986)
Two aspects of imagery ability isolated by Marks (1973) have been assessed in
two self-report questionnaires. The Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire
(VVIQXMarks, 1 973)(Appendix 2a) measures how vivid a person's images are. The
questionnaire asks subjects to imagine four scenarios of a person or a place, first with
eyes closed, then with eyes open and to rate their images on a five point scale (1 =
perfectly clear, 5= no image at all). The Visual Movement Imagery Questionnaire
(VMIQXIsaac, Marks & Russell, 1986)(Appendix 2b) measures a person's ability to

control movement of their images. This questionnaire asks subjects to imagine 2 4
action scenes first as if watching someone else do the movement (external imagery)
then as if they themselves are doing the movement (internal imagery). Subjects are
also asked to rate their images on the same five point scale as the VVIQ. The scores of
both questionnaires were summed to gain a range of 80 to 4 0 0 with lower scores
reflecting greater imagery ability.
Test-retest reliability was assessed by Isaac, Marks, and Russell ( 1 9 8 6 ) using
the Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient which indicates the extent to
which the initial test performance is representative of performance on the same test at
a subsequent time. For the VVIQ, reliability was assessed as r=.75 while the VMIQ
reliability was r=.76. These coefficients indicate both inventories are relatively
stable measures of imagery. Construct validity was also established for the VVIQ
(Marks, 1973) and VMIQ (Isaac, Marks & Russell, 1986).
The VVIQ and the VMIQ were administered prior to the experiment, and after the
treatment phase to provide insight on the athlete's imagery ability (vividness and
controllability) and how it may change throughout the experiment.

3.6.4. The Winoate Sport Achievement Responsibility Scale (Tenenbaum. Furst. &
Weinoarten. 1984)
The Wingate Sport Achievement Responsibility Scale ( W S A R S ) (Tenenbaum,
Furst, & Weingarten, 1984) was employed to assess the athletes locus of control
which provides insight into their performance success or failure. Construct validity
as assessed by Tenenbaum, Furst, and Weingarten ( 1 9 8 4 ) , demonstrated a high
correlation between the W S A R S and the long established Rotter Internal-External
scale. The assessment of test-retest reliability using Cronbach's Alpha, SpearmanBrown, and Gutterman split-half procedures revealed moderate values indicating
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moderate test performance stability,
The W S A R S (Appendix 3) includes 22 items representing a range of positive and
negative events in sport settings, such as interactions and perceived successful and
unsuccessful athletic performance. Each event contains two alternatives, one external
and one internal, and represent a variety of attributions. The number of internal
attributions were summed to obtain a measure of the athlete's locus of control with
higher scores representing greater internality. The W S A R S was administered before
and after the experiment to provide insight on the athlete's locus of control and how it
might change in relation to their jumping performance.

3.6.5. Physical Self-Efficacv Scale (Rvckman. Robbins. Thornton. & Cantrell. 1982)
The Physical Self-Efficacy Scale (PS-E) (Ryckman, Robbins, Thornton &
Cantrell, 1982) was developed to measure individual differences in perceived physical
competence, as well as feelings of confidence in displaying skills in the presence of
others. Test-retest reliability was assessed as r=.80 indicating high test performance
stability, while a test of internal consistencies using Cronbach's alpha yielded a
satisfactory .82 score.
The PS-E scale (Appendix 4 ) consists of a 10-item Perceived Physical Ability
subscale and a 12-item Physical Self-Presentation Confidence subscale which are
summed to yield an overall Physical Self-Efficacy score. The athlete is asked to rate
his or her opinion of each of the 2 2 items on a 6-point scale with 1 = "I agree
strongly" and 6 = "I disagree strongly". A range of 22 to 132 points is produced for
each athlete with high scores reflecting a strong sense of perceived physical selfefficacy. Consequently, the PS-E scale was administered before the baseline and after
the treatment to investigate the effect of slow-motion imagery on physical selfefficacy.

3.7.1. Imagery Training Program (ITP)
A summary of the Imagery Training Program was provided to the athletes to
educate them on imagery and to help the subjects form their own imagery routine.
This two page practical summary (which is included below) encompasses the definition
and purposes of imagery along with instructions of how and when to best use it.

IMAGERY TRAINING - FROM FANTASY TO REALITY
W h a t is Imagery?: Imagery is simply the process of imagining or rehearsing
an actual event in your minds eye. However, imagery should be a total sensory
experience of seeing, feeling, and hearing similar to that of actual physical activity,
Even though you don't actually see, feel, or hear the event, you can still completely
experience it in your mind,
Purposes of Imagery: Imagery helps you in learning a new technique by
reinforcing the feeling of the new action. This will make you more aware of how the
technique feels when performed, and also will help refine already learned techniques.
1. To help athletes acquire and/or practice complex physical skills,
2. To learn or practice strategies to be followed in a particular situation or contest.

How to use Imagery: First of all, only perfect practice makes perfect
performance. You must imagine the activity done perfectly or you are just practicing
bad technique. Constantly check with your coach to verify that what you are imagining
is correct. Next, follow the steps below;
1. Relax; calm yourself so that you can make full use of the positive images you create,
A tense muscle is not a quick muscle.
2. Imagine yourself in the actual performance environment, including all possible
distractions. This will make your image more realistic and will make you more
comfortable with the competitive surroundings.
3. Develop an imagery script which will give structure and consistency to your
imagery. This script should highlight any and all technical aspects of the event.

4. Imagine the activity performed in it's entirety, not just bits of it.

5. Imagine the activity as vivid as possible to make it more realistic. This includes
using all of our senses e.g. feeling of body movements, sounds and smells of the track,
visual surroundings, etc..
6. Attach descriptive words to your images e.g. fly (down the runway), burst (to the
board), punch (the board).
7. See your images in both the first person (as through your own eyes) and the second
person (as on a T.V. screen) perspectives.
8. Slow your imagery down into slow-motion to isolate the technical points that you
need to work on. This should allow you to feel the movements of your body more
vividly and give you more control over the image.
9. As you gain control of the perfect image, add speed to the image but only after
repeated slow-motion images.
10. Practice: The more one practices imagery techniques, the more effective they
become.
11. Imagery will not be effective to those who do not believe it can help them or those
who just go through the motions of imagery. Likewise, one's imagery should be
realistic. Imagery cannot take an athlete beyond his or her own abilities.
When to use Imagery: Imagery is like practicing without fatiguing your
muscles. This kind of practice you can never get enough of. The best time for imagery
is immediately prior to performance (either a meet or practice). Imagery will help
you prepare both physically and mentally for the upcoming activity. It will help you
establish and maintain concentration on task relevant factors such as the technical

aspects which need emphasis or minor adjustments, etc.. It also helps you attain an
optimal arousal level either by calming you down or "psyching" you up,
Imagery can help in preparation for upcoming meets. By imagining how the total
event might happen, you can prepare yourself both mentally and physically to react to
whatever might happen,
Optimal times for imagery;
1. During the warm-up. Set aside 5-1 0 minutes to prepare yourself for the
upcoming activity.
2. Between jumps. There is plenty of time between jumps to go through a few
jumps in your mind and prepare yourself for the next jump.
3. Before the run-up. Just before the jump, go through two or three jumps in
your mind.
4. Set aside 10-15 minutes a day whether at night or during any freetime. This
quality time serves as an extra practice time, not only for your imagery skills but for
your jumping skills as well.
Conclusion: Imagery is a skill that with time can be a powerful aid to your
jumping. The more you use it, the better imager you become and the stronger effect it
will have on your jumping. However, imaging doesn't come naturally to everyone. As
in learning most skills, you must practice imagery in order to perfect it.
1. Imagery can be a valuable tool to all athletes if it is implemented properly.
2. Like other psychological skills, Imagery can be taught and learned. It
requires development, maintenance and refinement through training, and practice on a
regular basis.
3. Imagery demands practice and patience. Every improvement made in Imagery
skill can be an improvement in physical performance.

3.7.2. Imagery Script
Fifteen points of proper long jump technique obtained from the long jump expert,
comprised an Imagery Script (included below) which was provided to the athletes
prior to the long jump sessions. This script explained exactly what movements the
athlete should be imaging during their imagery routine and also emphasized a slowmotion rate of imagery, along with kinesthetic awareness of the body movements
performing the jump.

IMAGERY SCRIPT
Imagine the perfect jump as it actually happens. See yourself in slow-motion
precisely performing the different components of the jump.

Isolate the different

technical points and physical feelings that you would experience.
(Imagery script m a y vary to suit individuals)
- Imagine yourself standing on the runway.
- Feel the long controlled strides of the start of your run-up.
- As you hit your intermediate mark, feel your body accelerate.
- Focus on a distant point throughout the jump.
- Feel the quickness and power of your legs as you fly towards the board.
- In the last 10 meters of the run-up, feel your cadence quicken, as you burst to the
board .
- In the last 3 strides, feel your hips slightly drop then rise to the board.
- Feel your take-off foot actively paw the board as your leg propels you into the air.
- Feel your drive knee quickly lift high into the air.
- As you rise off the board, feel the lift go up through your body while focusing on a
distant point.
- Feel your upper body rise vertically to the peak of your flight while still focusing on
a distant point.
- Feel your legs quickly rotating underneath you as you float effortlessly through the
air,
- As you prepare for landing, feel your legs come together high in front of you and your
shoulders move forward.
- Feel your body fully extending forward as your feet break into the sand.
- Experience the joy of having completed the perfect jump.

3.7.3. Training Diarv
Wollman (1986) expressed the need for the use of thorough monitoring of the
subjects internal experiences, and that some type of extensive questionnaire,
interview, or open-ended self-report system should be used to fulfill this purpose. In
the present study an open and closed format personal Training Diary (Appendix 5) was
provided to each athlete at the end of each jumping session. The self-report diary was
designed to provide information from each training session on training activities,
progress, comments on the imagery routine used, perceived effort, as well as
psychological and health factors which may have influenced the athlete's training,
3.7.4. The Post-Ex peri mental Interview
Finally, a Post-Experimental Interview was conducted with each athlete to
assess their responses to the imagery program. The interview served to enlighten the
researcher on possible explanations of successful or unsuccessful performances.
Mainly open-ended questions were asked concerning perceived effectiveness of the
imagery routine, understanding of the imagery program, rate of imagery and style of
imagery used, perceived success of the experiment, and suggestions for possibly a
more practical way of imaging,

3.8. DATA COLLECTION
The entire experiment of baseline and treatment (10-13 weeks) took place
during one athletic season and ended just prior to the state championships. This time
frame ensured the high motivational level of the athletes throughout the study. The
setting of the experiment was the athlete's normal training site and normal training
times were utilized to facilitate a natural atmosphere and provide a totally natural
setti ng.

The dependent measures (subjective and objective jumping scores) were assessed
once a week, both in the baseline period and in the imagery period. Each subject
completed a Baseline Period of 2 to 5 weeks, which included;
1). A 30 minute warm-up period, with run-throughs and warm-up jumps
simulating actual competition preparation.
2). A 30 minute jumping session, replicating the conditions of competition, in
which each athlete performed six jumps with five minute rests between jumps. The
athlete's coach served as the jumping expert and coached each athlete between each
jump on various technical points as per normal. Subjective and objective measures
were recorded in the Training Diary after each jump .
3). The athletes were encouraged to complete the Training Diary immediately
following the jumping session.
This baseline period was followed by 8 weeks of imagery enhanced jumping.
These imagery sessions included;
1). A 20 minute imagery workshop in the first week and a five minute briefing
in the following weeks. These sessions concentrated on the principles of imagery and
emphasized the use of slow-motion imagery.
2). A 30 minute warm-up (as in baseline), which included a five minute
imagery period during which the athlete, in a relaxed position, went through the
imagery routine before the jumping session.
3). A 30 minute jumping session (as in baseline). Athletes were encouraged to
practice their imagery routine during the five minute rest between jumps and
immediately preceding the run-ups as they stood on the runway. Between each jump
the long jump coach tutored the athletes on technical points to work on and instructed
the athletes to incorporate these points into their imagery routines.

All of the subjects trained on other days during the week along with a competitive
day on the weekend. They were further encouraged to practice their imagery routine
on these days and to record relevant experiences in their diary. Also throughout the
study, the experimenter was in constant contact with the athletes and coach to monitor
opinions on the study's effect on each athlete.

C H A P T E R FOUR:

4.0.

R E S U L T S A N D DISCUSSION

Overview

This chapter presents the results of each subject and discusses the findings in
light of the study hypotheses. An introductory background of each subject and all
relevant graphed results are presented and a comparative discussion of all subjects and
their results follows.

4.1. Subject *1 Description: Jenny Clack
Jenny Clack is a seventeen year old female athlete who has had a successful career
in gymnastics. Between the ages thirteen and sixteen, Jenny was on the National Elite
Women Gymnastics Team representing Australia internationally and was ranked as high
as first in the state of Western Australia and third in Australia. However, after a ten
year career in gymnastics Jenny retired at the age of seventeen mainly because of
"athletic burn-out" or, as she explains, "There was too much pressure put on us by the
coaches, it just wasn't fun anymore." Early in Jenny's gymnastics career, she was
prohibited from participating in other sports. Consequently, she had little actual long
jumping experience in the four years previous to this study. However, with an elite
level pole vaulter for an older brother, Jenny has always remained interested in
athletics; as she explains, "I would always tell people that when I finished gymnastics,
I was going to become a long jumper".
Throughout Jenny's gymnastics career she was encouraged to use imagery to help
learn new techniques and aid performances. As she explains, "We were introduced to
imagery since we first began. I even had individual sessions with the main sport
psychologist at University, Sandy Gordon." However, she did not use slow-motion
imagery in a structured format so this imagery program was new to her. Although

Jenny did not have an extensive long jump background, her obvious athletic ability
justified her selection as a subject for this study.
At the beginning of the study, Jenny had a personal best long jump of 4.96 metres
and a goal for the season of 5.45 metres as she reported in the Athletic History
Questionaire. This goal would qualify her for the U-20 National Championships, which
would be an impressive accomplishment for her first year returning to the sport.
Jenny's coach however, expected her to achieve a more conservative 5.30 metres.

4.1.1. Dependent Measures: Behavioral Performance
Distance: As illustrated in Figures 4.1. and 4.2., the two week baseline phase of
Jenny Clack's performance was marked with inconsistency.
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Figure 4.1. Jenny Clack: Long J u m p Distance Results
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Figure 4.2. Jenny Clack: Weekly Best Long Jump Distance Results
After a poor first baseline session with a best of 4.87 metres and a poor start to
the second session, Jenny markedly improved her jumping to a personal best of 5.15
metres. As she stated in her training diary, "I was on a roll and felt really good." This
large improvement could not be expected over any period of time as the baseline line of
best fit shows a projected performance of an unrealistic eight metres by the end of the
study. Jenny's baseline best of 5.15 metres reflected her untapped long jump
potential. However, her overall baseline indicated a performance consistency problem
as she jumped poorly in most of the jumps. A longer baseline may have revealed more
jumping consistency.
The first two weeks of Jenny's treatment sessions mirrored the baseline sessions
almost exactly. The first week she jumped poorly with a best of 4.83 metres while in
the second week she started poorly only to finish with a marked improvement to 5.28
metres.

It seems that the imagery training had no initial effect on Jenny's

performance, however her sudden improvement the second week was greater than her
dramatic baseline improvement. After the second week, Jenny stated in her training
diary that "actually seeing myself force m y right leg through for landing, helped to
improve the landing." Therefore it seems that the effect of imagery training started to
enhance performance mid-way through the second week.

This encouraging result was set back by Jenny's poor week three performance
with a best jump of only 5.03 metres. This decline however, may have been caused by
a lack of concentration as Jenny stated in her diary, "I was too hyped up, I didn't hold
my concentration very well."
From week three to week eight, Jenny showed a steady improvement in both
consistency and distance. Even in week seven, in which it rained, Jenny jumped well
with a best jump of 5.28 metres. In the final week, she performed her best session of
the study topped off with a personal best of 5.37 metres. Even Jenny's worst jump of
week eight (5.18 metres) was better than her best baseline jump.
Although her jumping performance was inconsistent at the beginning of the
treatment, by the end of the study Jenny gained consistency and significantly improved
imagery enhanced performance over baseline performance.
Accuracy: As illustrated in Figure 4.3., during the two week baseline, Jenny's
jumping accuracy was both extremely inconsistent and poor with weekly accuracy
percentages of 66% and 33% respectively.
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Figure 4.3. Jenny Clack: Weekly Average Long J u m p Accuracy Results

However, this baseline percentage improved markedly in week one of the
treatment sessions to a measure of 83%. The imagery treatment appeared to have an
immediate effect on Jenny's long jump accuracy. Furthermore, throughout the
treatment period Jenny's accuracy percentage remained either equal to or higher than
her best baseline percentage of 66% revealing a significant improvement. The
treatment period's horizontal line of best fit indicates a ceiling effect as the average
accuracy percentage of 80% represents five legal jumps out of six and, short of
perfection, is hard to improve on. In summary, Jenny Clack's weekly long jump
accuracy averages in the treatment sessions showed a marked improvement over
baseline. Therefore, in this case, slow-motion imagery facilitated long jump accuracy.

Subjective Ratine: Figure 4.4. illustrates that during the two week baseline
period, Jenny's subjective rating scores showed a general improvement, and ranged
from 5.5 to 6. This score represents long jump technique which is subjectively rated
to be above average (5=average, 7=good, 9=very good).
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Figure 4.4. Jenny Clack: Weekly Average Subjective Rating Results
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Once the treatment sessions began Jenny's jumping technique rated an above
"average" score of six or slightly more for four weeks. As she explained, "Once you
started using the imagery, it was easier to tune in and to think about what you have to
do. Similar to gymnastics really." At this point, Jenny dramatically improved her
average rating of 6.1 in week four, to 7.7 in week eight. These higher averages
represented "good technique" or better and reflect a dramatic improvement in
technique. Although it seemed to take a few weeks for slow-motion imagery to make a
significant effect, Jenny's jumping technique as measured by her subjective rating,
was markedly enhanced in the treatment period over baseline .

4.1.2. Dependent Measures : Cognitive Performance
Imaoerv: As illustrated in Figure 4.5., Jenny's baseline Imagery Ability as
determined by Marks' (1973) Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ) and
Isaac, Marks and Russell's (1986) Visual Movement Imagery Questionnaire (VMIQ),
was an "Average" score of 232.
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Figure 4.5. Jenny Clack: VVIQ and VMIQ Results

This baseline score reveals Jenny's images to be "Moderately clear and vivid .
Considering the fact that Jenny had been using imagery extensively throughout her
gymnastic career, her baseline imagery score might have been expected to be much
better. This average baseline result may be due to her ten month layoff from both
gymnastics and imagery as Jenny stated, "After finishing gymnastics I wasn't using any
type of imagery, 'cause I didn't need it."
After eight weeks of slow-motion imagery sessions, Jenny significantly improved
her imagery ability to a "Very Good" score of 103 which corresponds to images that are
nearly all "Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal". This large improvement is
possibly due to Jenny's past imagery experience coupled with her layoff from sport.
She stated,
"When I started, I wasn't using imagery a lot, then when I started using it more /
felt I was getting back into it and I knew it was helping me. I was getting back into
the frame of mind of being able to always use (imagery). I was able to use imagery
quicker (where) before I would struggle with it a bit."
Evidently, once Jenny started using the imagery program she quickly improved
her ability, as she grew accustomed once again to practicing imagery skills. She
explained how she felt about using the slow-motion imagery program instead of her
previous imagery practice. As she stated, "With slow-motion (imagery) you are able
to pin-point exactly what you want to do", thereby enhancing the controllability of
imagery.
Jenny's relatively large improvement shows that she did work extensively on
imagery skills and indicate that slow-motion imagery significantly increased her
imagery ability over baseline measures. As she explained when asked how imagery had
affected her performance, "It has increased it like it did in gymnastics. You are
actually able to feel the muscles that you're using, only now I'm using different
muscles to do different motions."

Physical Self-Efficacy: Jenny Clack's baseline physical self-efficacy results
(Physical self-efficacy = 91.5) as illustrated in Figure 4.6., places her between the
"Average" and "High" levels. Bandura (1982) defined self-efficacy as one's selfjudgment of how well one can execute courses of action required to deal with
prospective situations. Consequently, Jenny had an above average positive belief that
her physical ability would allow her to execute necessary courses of action on the
sporting field.
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Figure 4.6. Jenny Clack: Physical Self-Efficacy Results
Research shows that self-efficacy is related to past performance (Bandura,
1982) as the more success a person has had, the higher their reported self-efficacy
will be. However, for an athlete with such a successful background, Jenny's relatively
low score was a surprise and may have been due to her ten month layoff from sport.
The lack of training, subsequent loss of fitness, and lack of achievement may have
caused a decline in physical self-efficacy.

After eight weeks of imagery sessions, Jenny's physical self-efficacy result
actually dropped slightly (Physical self-efficacy = 91). It then appears that slowmotion imagery did not affect her physical self-efficacy. This surprising lack of
improvement may have been caused by her high expectation of qualifying for Nationals
and consequent failure to reach that goal. Jenny's gymnastics background may have
accustomed her to international success and although she is a talented long jumper, this
relative failure of not qualifying for Nationals may have caused her declining physical
self-efficacy.
Jenny did state, "You should be able to see the improvement in your jump if you
keep imaging it, so w h y not feel confident about it.". It seems that Jenny's
improvement kept her physical self-efficacy stable and above "Average", but it did not
seem to be enough to increase it. Therefore, slow-motion imagery did not increase
Jenny Clack's physical self-efficacy over baseline .
Locus of Control: Jenny Clack's locus of control markedly internalized from
baseline to treatment period. Her baseline score as illustrated in Figure 4.7., was
moderately internal.
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Jenny's moderately internal baseline (Locus of Control=14) reveals that she has
a tendency to place the responsibility of behavioral outcomes on herself instead of
blaming outside causes. Research shows that internal locus of control is related to
successful achievement (Tenenbaum, Furst, & Weingarten, 1984), as the individual
will try to alter his or her behavior in order to succeed. Therefore, considering
Jenny's history of success in sport, it would follow that she should have a highly
internalized locus of control. However, her relatively low baseline score was
surprisingly contrary to Self-efficacy Theory and may have been caused by her long
unachieving rest from gymnastics .
After eight weeks of imagery sessions Jenny's locus of control did internalize
(Locus of Control = 17). As Jenny stated, "It's your responsibility, you can't blame
other people or use excuses. I'd rather take the blame myself." As hypothesized, the
imagery program did internalize Jenny Clack's locus of control.

4.1.3. Summary
Involvement in the slow-motion imagery training program increased Jenny
Clack's motor skill performance markedly over baseline performance. After
struggling with consistency for the first three treatment sessions, Jenny completed the
treatment sessions with improvements in jump distance, jump accuracy, and
subjective jump rating. These results support the first study hypothesis that slowmotion imagery would enhance the performance of a motor skill. While Jenny also
significantly improved her imagery ability and internalized her locus of control over
her baseline measure, her physical self-efficacy actually declined. Only partial
support therefore was found for the hypotheses that the treatment would enhance
cognitive growth.

Jenny increased her actual competitive personal best to 5.30 metres,
accomplishing her coach's expectation of her. However Jenny fell short of her season
goal of 5.45 metres and did not qualify for the National Championships. Although
disappointed she explained, "I usually set my goals a bit high. I'm happy with the
season, I just missed qualifying for nationals but for my first season back, I'm happy
with it. Now I have something to go on next year." When asked if she would use slowmotion imagery in the future, Jenny replied, "Yes, because it means that I will keep
improving; and once you start getting better, the difference between minute changes is
going to be through imagery."

4.2. Subject *2 Description: Dana McCall
Dana McCall is a nineteen year old second year human movement student at the
University of Western Australia. She is a talented all around female athlete as she
competed on her high school first team in gymnastics, net-ball, hockey, and athletics.
While in high school, Dana represented Australia at the Pan Pacific Junior Games
where she won a gold medal in the high jump for her age group. She began her athletic
career as a high jumper but in the last three years Dana has concentrated on the
heptathlon which is an Olympic event made up of seven primary track and field events
including high jump and long jump. As part of her heptathlon training, Dana does a
specific long jump training session once a week to work on her jumping technique and
usually long jumps every weekend at the local club competition. This is less actual
long jump work than specialty long jumpers would perform but was sufficient for the
training aspect of this study. Although Dana is not a specialty long jumper, her
extensive athletic background and sufficient long jump experience fulfilled the
necessary study requirements of an intermediate level long jumper.

At the commencement of this study Dana had been training regularly for eight
months leading up to the start of the season. This winter training consisted mainly of
conditioning and strength work with very little actual long jump technique involved.
Entering this season, she had a personal best long jump of 5.15 metres however this
mark was achieved two seasons prior. Last season Dana's best long jump was 5.10
metres as it seems she has reached a plateau in her jumping performance. This season
she has a goal of 5.25 metres while her coach's expectation of her is 5.20 metres.
Dana reported a belief that imagery can aid a person's performance and already used
some imagery in her jumping. As she explains, "I thought there was something there.
I had tried (imagery) with my high jump initially. I didn't really know exactly what I
was supposed to be doing. I would just try to imagine myself doing (the jump)
correctly."

4.2.1. Dependent Measures: Behavioral Performance
Distance: Figures 4.8. and 4.9. illustrated that after an inconsistent baseline,
Dana's jumping performance was very consistent throughout the treatment period.
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Figure 4.9. Dana McCall: Weekly Best Long J u m p Distance Results
Dana's two week baseline period included one "poor day" in which she reported in
her training diary to have, "the beginning of a cold which caused a lack of energy and
motivation". Therefore, her total baseline results show a decline in distance and
established a baseline range of 4.65 to 4.98 metres, well below her personal best of
5.1 5 metres. A longer baseline would have been helpful to establish more consistency
as half of the baseline consisted of a "poor day" which may not have been representative
of Dana's ability.
In the first imagery enhanced jumping session, Dana's performance started with
relatively short jumps of 4.78 to 4.86 metres, however, by the end of the first session
she improved to 5.07 metres. This encouraging measure, continued into the second
week as she jumped 5.1 1 metres. It appeared that slow-motion imagery facilitated
long jump distance, however, it was at this point that Dana seemed to reach a plateau as
she did not improve on her second week's performance until week eight in which she
jumped 5.12 metres to improve by only one centimetre. She explains, "In the middle
of the study when I was improving I was imagining a lot, like outside of training time
but then I got sick and stopped doing it as much and m y jumping dropped off a bit."

Throughout the imagery treatment sessions Dana jumped at or over 5.0 metres
consistently and improved 1 5 centimetres over her baseline jump but remained under
her personal best of 5.15 metres. Although Dana's improvement was moderate she was
happy with her jumping performance as she stated,
"I've made definite improvements; when I did the jump right, I could feel it. I
knew I did it right, I knew I got more height in the air and then had more time to
do the right jump. My distances have improved."
Dana's long jump distance performance did improve from baseline to treatment
periods however it seems that this might have been due to a poor baseline performance.
She did not show much improvement beyond a training effect during the treatment
period, consequently, her long jump distance results were inconclusive. The slowmotion imagery training program seemed to have some positive effect on Dana's
performance but it was not enough to show a significant difference from baseline to
treatment periods.

Accuracy: Dana's long jump accuracy performance as illustrated in Figure 4.10,
was perfect throughout most of the study, however it declined in the final weeks.
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Figure 4.1 0. Dana McCall: Weekly Average Long J u m p Accuracy Results
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During the two week baseline period, Dana's accuracy measure was a perfect
100%, reflecting a great consistency in her run-up. This accuracy perfection
continued into the treatment sessions until week six, where she achieved 80% accuracy
which further dropped to 60% in week eight. Although it is difficult to maintain
perfection, this decline in performance shows a failure of the imagery training
program to enhance or in this case maintain performance.

Subjective Rating: Dana's average subjective ratings as assessed by the long jump
expert and illustrated in Figure 4.11., shows that she did not improve throughout the
study.
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Figure 4.1 1. Dana McCall: Weekly Average Subjective Rating Results

Baseline weekly averages ranged from 7 to 7.5 and represent "good" technique or
better while treatment averages remained at this level of technique as indicated by the
horizontal line of best fit. Although the score of 7 is relatively high, Dana certainly
had room for improvement as a score of 9 represents a perfect jump.

Danas subjective rating results do not support this study's first hypothesis that
slow-motion imagery will enhance performance. It would appear that the treatment
had no effect at all on Dana's long jump technique.

4.2.2. Dependent Measures: Cognitive Performance
Imagery: Figure 4.12 illustrates Dana's baseline imagery score (lmagery=226)
and relates to an "average" imagery ability which is defined as images that are
"moderately clear and vivid".
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Figure 4.12. Dana McCall: VVIQ and VMIQ Results

Dana had reported using imagery in the past and believed in it's benefits but knew
little about it or how to use it. This imagery background provided Dana with a base of
imagery experience upon which she should be able to build.
Dana showed an eagerness to add a formal imagery component to her training
sessions and seemed to be using the imagery as much as possible during the treatment

period. However, after the eight weeks of imagery sessions her imagery score actually
rose slightly (lmagery=229) indicating a slight decline in imagery ability,
Although Dana felt that her imagery ability had improved, she mentioned that she
was having problems controlling her images as she explained,
"I sometimes find it hard to imagine a long jump. Each time I go through it, it gets
different. I lose control of the jump in the middle of the image. It varies a lot. I
concentrate on one aspect of m y jump and then / lose control of the rest of the
image. Usually the first image has something wrong with it then I would try to
fix it on the second and third. It takes me a few images to get the jump right."
This controllability problem plagued Dana throughout the study and seemed to hold
her imagery ability in check, as it did not improve from baseline to treatment periods.
Therefore, slow-motion imagery did not facilitate Dana's imagery ability.
Physical Self-Efficacy: As illustrated in Figure 4.13. Dana's physical selfefficacy improved slightly from baseline to treatment periods.
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Figure 4.13. Dana McCall: Physical Self-Efficacy Results
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Her baseline score (Physical self-efficacy = 8 8 ) shows a relatively high
physical self-efficacy which is probably due to her history of athletic success.
Bandura ( 1 9 8 2 ) defined self-efficacy as one's self-judgment of how well one can
execute courses of action required to deal with prospective situations. Consequently,
Dana had an above average positive belief that her physical ability would allow her to
execute necessary courses of action on the sporting field. This should allow her to
improve her physical performance and further enhance her physical self-efficacy.
After eight weeks of imagery sessions Dana's physical self-efficacy measure
improved only marginally (Physical self-efficacy = 89). When asked how her selfconfidence regarding her physical ability has changed, she mentioned that it might have
improved "but only slightly ". Therefore, slow-motion imagery seemed to have only a
weak effect on Dana's physical self-efficacy,
Locus of Control: Dana's locus of control measure internalized slightly from the
baseline to the treatment period, as illustrated in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14. Dana McCall: Locus of Control Results
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Dana's baseline score (Locus of Control = 18.5) corresponds to a highly
internalized locus of control. As she claimed, "I usually attribute (success) to my own
ability and the training and preparation that I have done." Likewise, she placed the
responsibility of performance failures to "my own lack of preparation." This highly
internalized baseline score shows that Dana attributes the responsibility of her
sporting performances to herself and is therefore more likely to cope with them in a
constructive manner and is more likely to succeed in future performance,
Correspondingly, this performance success likely causes one's locus of control to
internalize even more.
After eight weeks of imagery sessions Dana's locus of control score only improved
marginally (Locus of Control = 19). This improvement may have been masked by a
ceiling effect since the highest score possible is 20. It appears the slow-motion
imagery program had only a weak effect on Dana's locus of control.

4.2.3. Summary
Dana McCall did not improve her jumping performance significantly beyond a
training effect nor did she significantly enhance her imagery ability, locus of control,
and physical self-efficacy scores. Therefore, from a performance enhancement
perspective her performance was disappointing. However, Dana is an heptathlete and
must split her time between events, so she is able to spend only one day a week on long
jump. This lack of training time might have affected her performance. As she
mentioned, "I had hoped to improve more in long jump but / was concentrating on my
other events so much that it made long jump tough." Each week when Dana started the
jumping session, she seemed to make the same mistakes as the week before and then
have had to relearn the same technical points. If she could have jumped more during
the week these technical points might have been more ingrained in her mind then she

would not have to relearn them week to week. It seemed that this lack of imagery
practice and the imagery controllability problem that Dana reported, limited imagery's
effect on her performance. As the long jump expert stated, "With Dana, I'm not sure if
(imagery) helped or not. She does seem to be concentrating or appears to be
concentrating but (imagery) didn't seem to make a lot of difference in her technique or
her performance."
Dana's combined lack of improvement in both jumping scores and cognitive
measures still verifies the null hypothesis of the three hypotheses of this study. She
neither improved imagery ability, nor jumping performance, which in turn did not
facilitate physical self-efficacy, nor locus of control scores.
Dana did not improve her actual competitive long jump personal best this season,
however she did achieve some success as she placed fifth in the heptathlon at the 1991
National Junior Athletics Championships. She also received the Under-20 award for
the female athlete who scored the most points during the 1991 season in the local club
competition. Although, she did not attain her goal for the season, Dana was happy with
her performance as she stated,
"In long jump, I've done a lot of technical work over the past few years so my
improvement was not so dramatic this season but the imagery helped it. In the
throwing events I've been working on, I improved dramatically because of the
imagery and serious practice."
The slow-motion imagery program seemed to have only a weak effect on Dana's
jumping performance and cognitive measures, however she will continue to use slowmotion imagery in all of the events in the heptathlon as she is sure that imagery will
continue to help her as it has in the past. Although it seems that until she overcomes
her image controllability problem, Dana might continue to struggle with imagery and
possibly her long jump performance as well.

4.3.

Subject * 3 Description: Nicole Mladenis

Nicole Mladenis is a talented fifteen year old female allaround athlete who
competes on her school's athletics and swimming teams. In swimming, Nicole has been
the "Champ of School" in her high school in years nine, ten, and eleven and placed
highly at the local inter-school competition. In athletics, Nicole has represented the
state of Western Australia twice at the Friendly Games (an international junior
competition) in which she was twice awarded the honor of "Athlete of the Meet" for
winning the long jump, triple jump, and high jump.
Nicole has been long jumping for eight years with her high school team and for the
last four years with the local Little Athletics club. She has achieved success at every
age group of little athletics and has now advanced to her first year in the local senior
competition. She is a new member to the University Athletics Club and has been
training with them for three months. This training has been mainly conditioning and
strength oriented and included very few actual long jumping sessions.
Nicole already reached a personal best long jump this season of 5.69 metres and
her goal for the remainder of the season was 5.80 metres while her coach's
expectations was 5.70 metres. She has never practiced any sort of imagery but
believes that it can help her to perform better. As Nicole explains, "I had heard of it
but I really didn't know anything about it. Yea, I thought it could help."
4.3.1. Dependent Measures: Behavioral Performance
Distance: Figures 4.15. and 4.16. illustrate that Nicole's long jump distance did
improve from baseline to treatment periods. Her baseline long jump distance started
off very high including a personal best in the second session of 5.78 m., as she reported
in her training diary, "(I) wanted to show that my jumping is quite good."
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Figure 4.15. Nicole Mladenis: Long Jump Distance Results

Figure 4.1 6. Nicole Mladenis: Weekly Best Long Jump Distance Results
Nicole's impressive distances in the first two sessions may have been due to a
Hawthorne affect, as after a big start her scores dropped off on the third session of the
baseline.
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During the eight week imagery treatment, Nicole's long jump distances improved
steadily until week six, where she made a marked improvement with a personal best of
6.02 metres. Although she did not improve her distance after this jump, Nicole did
jump consistently over the 5.80 metre mark which is still greater than the personal
best of 5.78 metres set in the baseline period.
After an impressive high baseline jumping performance, Nicole continued to
improve her distances throughout most of the treatment, then began to level off and
exhibit stable performance after a personal best in week six. She was happy with her
performance as she explained, "My (original) goal for the season was to jump 5.60m.,
so I really didn't think I could do 5.90m.. I don't know what I could have done to do
better. I think I got the most out of the season that I could." The slow-motion imagery
program seemed to significantly enhance Nicole's jumping distances from the baseline
to the treatment period.

Accuracy: Nicole's long jump accuracy measures as illustrated in Figure 4.17.,
improved slightly from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Figure 4.1 7. Nicole Mladenis: Weekly Average Long J u m p Accuracy Results
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During the three week baseline period, Nicole s long jump accuracy was very
inconsistent as she achieved 50% accuracy twice and 100% once. This inconsistency
continued into the treatment period, as her declining accuracy measures fluctuated
dramatically between 100% and 0% for the first four weeks. At this point, Nicole
seemed to gain some measure of consistency, as she remained over 60% for the
remaining four weeks of the study. Therefore, slow-motion imagery seemed to have a
weak but positive effect on Nicole's long jump accuracy measures from the baseline to
the treatment period.

Subjective Ratine: Nicole's average subjective rating as illustrated in Figure
4.18, did not improve from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Figure 4.18. Nicole Mladenis: Weekly Average Subjective Rating Results
During the three week baseline period, Nicole's average subjective rating
remained consistently at 6.5 or slightly more. This represents a long jump which is
technically well above "average", as a score of five represents "average" technique and
seven represents "good" technique.

Once the treatment sessions began, Nicole's average subjective rating became
very inconsistent and actually declined for the first three weeks. At this point, her
subjective ratings steadily increased and gained consistency but never exceeded the
level of the baseline scores.
Although the subjective rating does not represent the distance of the long jump, it
is certainly related to it. It is reasonable to argue that on an individual basis, the
better jumping technique a person possesses, the farther the person will jump. As
illustrated in Figure 4.16., Nicole did improve her long jump distances dramatically
and therefore it follows that she would at least improve her subjective rating slightly.
The decline in subjective rating measure may have been due to a possible
misinterpretation of the subjective rating scale by the long jump expert who admitted
that "There was a slight improvement in (Nicole's) technique and a definite
improvement in performance." This "slight improvement" should have been
represented in Nicole's subjective rating measures. However, it appears that the slowmotion imagery did not enhance Nicole's subjective rating from the baseline to the
treatment period.

4.3.2.

Dependent Measures: Cognitive Performance

Imagery: Nicole's imagery ability, as illustrated in figure 4.19, dramatically
improved from baseline to treatment period,
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Figure 4.19. Nicole Mladenis: VVIQ and VMIQ Results
Nicole's relatively "average" baseline imagery ability score (Imagery = 242)
represents images which are "moderately clear and vivid." Considering Nicole had
admitted to knowing nothing about imagery or how to use it, this score was quite good.
After the eight week treatment period, Nicole's imagery ability made a dramatic
improvement of 1 18 points (Imagery = 124). This score borders the level of "Very
good" and represents images which are nearly all "Perfectly clear and vivid." Nicole
explained her improved ability as she reported, "At first it was tough for m e to imagine
in slow-motion. It would only take m e ten seconds to imagine a jump but in the end I
could image a jump for twenty seconds or more." Her gains also seemed to help her
training as she further commented: "(Imagery) has definitely helped m e concentrate
better on the technical aspects of jumping. Without it I'm not sure I would have

learned to keep the better body position that I'm in now." The slow-motion imagery
program had a dramatic effect on Nicole's imagery ability from the baseline to the
treatment period.

Physical Self-Efficacy: As illustrated in Figure 4.20., Nicole's physical selfefficacy measure improved from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Figure 4.20. Nicole Mladenis: Physical Self-Efficacy Results (P.S.-E.)

Nicole's "high" baseline score (P. S.-E. = 98) represents an above "average"
positive belief that her physical ability would allow her to execute necessary courses
of action on the sporting field. As Nicole stated, "I've never had a problem jumping in
front of people." This self-confidence should allow Nicole to improve physical
performance and further enhance physical self-efficacy.
After eight weeks of imagery sessions, Nicole's physical self-efficacy score rose
significantly (P. S.-E. = 115) to border the level of "Very high". This improvement
supports Physical Self-efficacy Theory (Bandura, 1982). If one considers Nicole's

dramatic improvement in jump distance. It follows that she should have improved
physical self-efficacy as well. Nicole verified this as she explains that she is now
more self-confident in her physical ability "'cause I've improved so much." It appears
that the slow-motion imagery program had a significant effect on Nicole's physical selfefficacy from the baseline to the treatment period.

Locus of Control: As Figure 4.21. illustrates, Nicole's locus of control
internalized from baseline to treatment period.
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Figure 4.21. Nicole Mladenis: Locus of Control Results
Nicole's baseline locus of control measure (Locus of Control = 15) was
moderately internalized which indicates she usually attributes responsibility of her
sporting performances to her own ability and effort. Nicole is therefore more likely to
cope with an event in a successful manner which should allow her to succeed in future
performance. Correspondingly, performance success will likely cause her locus of
control to internalize further.

After eight weeks of imagery sessions Nicole's locus of control score internalized
dramatically to the highest "internal" score possible (Locus of Control = 20). This
score indicates she always attributes the responsibility of her sporting performances
to herself. As Nicole stated, "It's my ability along with my coach's preparation that
makes me win. It is my fault if I lose 'cause I should've done something else to do
better." It appears that the slow-motion imagery program effectively internalized
Nicole's locus of control from the baseline to the treatment period.
4.3.3. Summary
Nicole Mladenis's case study provides ample evidence to support the use of slowmotion imagery as a performance enhancement technique related to motor skill.
Although her baseline jumping measures and cognitive measures all started very high,
Nicole still improved in all categories except subjective rating. Through the use of the
slow-motion imagery program, Nicole improved her imagery ability which enhanced
her jumping performance, which in turn enhanced her cognitive performance. Nicole
repeatedly stated in her diary that she felt that "imagery helped my jumping", which is
reflected in the results.
During the study, Nicole improved her actual competitive personal best with a
jump of 5.94 metres, which is well over her goal of 5.80 metres and also over her
coach's expectation (5.70m.). She qualified and competed at the Australian Under-1 8
Nationals where she placed first in the under-16 long jump, under-16 triple jump,
under-18 long jump, and second in the under-16 high jump, and under-18 triple
jump. Nicole also won the Western Australian State Championship open women's long
jump title competing against all ages. An impressive result for a 15 year old.
Nicole was very happy with her season as she explained, "My improvement this
season was huge. I have more control of my jump and my distances speak for
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themselves." She further stated, "(This season was) really good! I jumped 6 metres
for the first time unofficially in the study and went on to come close to it legally with
the 5.94 at Nationals."
Nicole initially thought imagery could help her and now feels,

"(imagery)

definitely helped me this season, so now I'm sure of it. I still need to work on some
parts of m y jump and imagery will help m e learn them." The jumping expert agreed as
she stated, "I think (imagery) has definitely helped, because you could see the
improvement in the position of her torso in the air towards the end of the study."
These results therefore indicate that slow-motion imagery effectively enhanced both
long jump performance and the cognitive ability of this subject.

4.4. Subject *4 Description - Michelle Pratt
Michelle Pratt is a seventeen year old female allaround athlete, who competed in
athletics, net-ball, and swimming in high school. In 1989 Michelle represented
Western Australia at the Under-1 6 National Athletics Championships where she placed
second in the long jump and the 4 x 100 metre relay, and third in the high jump and
the 4 x 4 0 0 metre relay. However, a post-season injury left her unable to complete
any serious training for a year.

In 1990 with little training, she placed first in the

100 metre, 2 0 0 metre, 4 0 0 metre, long jump, triple jump, and high jump at her
local interschool competition showing that she has fully recovered and was ready for
serious training,
Michelle has been competing in the long jump for five years however she only
considers the last three years of training as "serious training." She is currently a new
member of the University Athletics Club having recently advanced from the Little
Athletics competition.

Her personal best long jump is 5.55 metres which she

performed at the 1989 Nationals before her injury. Michelle's goal this season was

6.00 metres and considering her personal best was set over two years ago, her coach's
expectation of her was possibly more reasonable at 5.60 metres. Michelle is currently
on the state Junior Lacrosse team and must split her training time between teams. This
might have impeded her performance but she was still eager to compete in long jump
this season. Michelle had no background of imagery use and admitted to knowing
nothing about it but was willing to give it a try.

4.4.1. Dependent Measures: Behavioral Performance
Distance: Figures 4.22 and 4.23 illustrate that Michelle's long jump distances
did not improve from baseline to treatment.
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Figure 4.22. Michelle Pratt: Long Jump Distance Results
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4.23. Michelle Pratt: Weekly Best Long Jump Distance Result
Michelle's four week baseline results show very little consistency (range = 4.59
to 5.32) and only a slight increase in distance. Once the imagery treatment began,
Michelle was only able to perform a measured training session every other week,
although she did continue to practice her long jumping and reported using imagery
throughout the eight weeks. Throughout the eight week treatment, she continued to
struggle with consistency and her distances actually declined steadily, as her best jump
in the study was performed in the baseline period. This is likely due to her time spent
with the state Lacrosse team. Because of time commitments, Michelle was not able to
train for long jump consistently. It seemed that every week she would be re-learning
the same technical points as the week before. Michelle admitted this training problem
as she stated, "Obviously, I needed to train more and get fitter. Apparently, training
once a week for athletics and twice a week for Lacrosse was not conducive to enhancing
her long jump performance.
It would seem that the imagery program did not have much effect on Michelle's
performance, as she explained, "I didn't notice a lot of difference." Consequently, due to
the lack of consistent training and imagery use, the slow-motion imagery program did
not enhance the performance from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Accuracy: As illustrated in Figure 4.24., Michelle's jumping accuracy improved
from baseline to treatment period.
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Figure 4.24. Michelle Pratt: Weekly Average Long Jump Accuracy Results
Michelle's baseline jumping accuracy was fairly inconsistent as she ranged from
0% to 100%. However, in three of the four baseline sessions Michelle's accuracy
remained above 80%, a respectable mark.
This was followed with a treatment period in which Michelle dramatically
improved her jumping accuracy, with three of the four measured sessions at 100%.
However, most of Michelle's legal jumps were well behind the take-off board as the
jumping expert stated, "she had some big problems with her run-up. She couldn't hit
the board." Such a jump still counts as a legal jump but is not conducive to good
competitive long jumping. Therefore, the measuring tools employed were only
sensitive to accuracy errors made over the take-off board and not before it, which may
have devalued the accuracy results. Although these results show that the slow-motion
imagery program enhanced Michelle's long jump accuracy, the accuracy measuring
system employed may not have been sensitive enough to register obvious errors in her
run-up.

Subiective Ratine:

Michelle's weekly average subjective rating results, as

illustrated in Figure 4.24., indicate decrements from the baseline to the treatment
period.
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Figure 4.24. Michelle Pratt: Weekly Average Subjective Rating Results
Michelle's subjective ratings (range = 5.6 to 7.5) showed general improvement
during the four week baseline and represented jumps which were technically above
"average" and improving to the level of "good" technique.
Throughout the eight week imagery treatment period Michelle's subjective
ratings showed no improvement, remaining consistently at the above "average" level
which was lower than her baseline results. In general, the slow-motion imagery
program did not effectively enhance the subjective rating from the baseline to the
treatment period.

4.4.2.

Dependent Measures: Cognitive Performance

Imagery: Michelle's imagery ability as illustrated in Figure 4.25., did improve
from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Figure 4.25. Michelle Pratt: Imagery Ability Results
Michelle's baseline imagery score (imagery = 3 8 4 ) was extremely poor, and
represented images which were worse than "vague to dim". On many of the items in the
imagery questionnaires she reported to having "no image at all". This result left
Michelle with a lot of room for improvement. Although Michelle admitted, "I'd never
heard of (imagery) and I certainly didn't know how to use it. I really didn't know but I
was a bit sceptical.", her baseline imagery result was still surprisingly poor.
After the imagery treatment Michelle's imagery score improved substantially
(Imagery = 3 8 4 ) but due to the extremely poor baseline score her treatment score
only moved her up to the level of "poor" imager. This represents images that are only
"vague to dim" but still not close to being an "average" imagery ability. She explained
this improvement as she stated, "At first it was very hard to image but I'm getting the
feel of it. I suppose about halfway through the study it started getting easier."
However, considering the length of this study and the time allowed to practice imagery,

this improvement could have been much greater. Michelle reported in her diary that
she was mainly practicing imagery during training sessions, and because of her
Lacrosse commitments she was unable to train very often. As a consequence, she was
not practicing her imagery skills more than once or twice a week.
Although the slow-motion imagery program did improve Michelle's imagery
ability, it was not enough to be considered a significant improvement since she was
still considered to have a "poor" imagery ability. Michelle needed more time to
practice and improve her imagery ability, and until she attains a much higher imagery
level, her "vague to dim" images will be of little help to her performance.

Physical Self-Efficacy: Figure 4.26. illustrates that Michelle's physical selfefficacy results improved from the baseline to the treatment period,
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Figure 4.26. Michelle Pratt: Physical Self-Efficacy Results
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Michelle's above "average" physical self-efficacy baseline score (Physical selfefficacy = 9 3 ) represents an above average positive belief that her physical ability
would allow her to execute necessary courses of action on the sporting field. This selfconfidence should allow her to succeed in future performance.
After the imagery treatment, Michelle's physical self efficacy score (Physical
self-efficacy = 9 7 ) increased moderately, although she admitted that she felt more selfconfidence ("but that is due to making the Lacrosse team") and might not have been
effected by the imagery program. Therefore, these results show that the slow-motion
imagery program moderately enhanced Michelle's physical self-efficacy although this
may have been due to her success in another sport.

Locus of Control: Michelle's locus of control result as illustrated in Figure 4.27.,
internalized dramatically from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Figure 4.27. Michelle Pratt: Locus of Control Results
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Michelle's locus of control baseline score (Locus of control = 9) was slightly
external, which suggests that she would tend to attribute the responsibility of her
sporting performances to other people or causes. She is therefore less likely to cope
with her performance in a successful manner and is less likely to succeed in future
performance. Correspondingly, these performance failures would likely cause one's
locus of control to externalize even more.
After the imagery treatment, Michelle's locus of control score (Locus of control =
15) internalized dramatically. This score represents a high tendency to attribute the
causes of an event as being her own responsibility. As Michelle explained,
"/ try to take the blame myself. Between me and my coach, I should be prepared
for anything and to compete at m y best. If I lose, it is because I didn't try hard
enough or wasn't prepared. It's all up to me."
Considering the lack of long jump success Michelle had this season, this locus of
control internality is unexplainable. However, her considerable success in the State
Lacrosse team may have overshadowed her unsuccessful long jumping performance
thereby internalizing her locus of control. These results suggest that the slow-motion
imagery program did internalize Michelle's locus of contro.l however this may have
been due to her Lacrosse success more than the imagery program.

4.4.3. Summary
Michelle's results indicate she neither significantly improved her jumping
performance nor her imagery ability. She did however, enhance her physical selfefficacy and her locus of control, although these changes may be attributable to her
success on the State Lacrosse Team.
While her results were disappointing from a performance enhancement standpoint, they did provide support for Wollman's (1 986) and Bryan's (1 987) statements
that the effects of an imagery study can be more easily seen and monitored using a
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single-subject design. Without the use of this design, Michelle's performance would
indicate mixed results of the imagery program. However, because of the individual
monitoring allowed by the single subject design, Michelle's lack of imagery practice
and outside activities were well recorded which enabled the researcher to explain her
poor results. She admitted that, "If I could have trained more consistently, I feel that I
could have reached (my goal) but for the amount of time I put into training, I'm happy
with how I did."
Michelle's actual competition season best jump was 5.40 metres which is her
best since her 1989 injury. As she explained, "My jump of 5.40 was the best I've done
since my injury so it's encouraging to be getting the jump back." Michelle claimed that
the imagery program, "helped me concentrate a bit better on what I was trying to do."
However, the jumping expert was unconvinced of this as she stated,
"/ don't think it helped (Michelle) at all, ' cause she's the type of person who
when she does sport, it is totally physical. When you give her an instruction it is
like paralysis by analysis. As soon as her mind comes into play, it seems to upset
her rhythm and everything she does. She just doesn't have the hang of using the
imagery the right way."
Michelle's case suggests that imagery training neither enhanced jumping
performance nor imagery ability which may have been due to external circumstances,
and that success in another sport and not imagery training, enhanced cognitive growth.

4.5. Subject *5 Description - Mike Cutler
Mike Cutler is an eighteen year old male long jumper, and a second year Human
Movement student at the University of Western Australia. In high school, Mike
competed on the squash team where he was a two-time school champion and captain of
the district champion team. He also competed in first team cricket, and first team
rugby. In athletics, he was the school champion long jumper and placed fourth in the

long jump at the Inter-School Competition. With this background Mike has always
considered himself as an above average athlete.
Although Mike has been competing in long jump for five years, this time was
spent casually training with his high school team. This is the first year that Mike has
done any serious training for the long jump. Admittedly the training and commitment
of his high school athletics team was not at a high level, however for the purpose of this
study, Mike's five years of experience, his relative success, and his eagerness to train
throughout this season fulfill the requirements of an intermediate jumper. Mike is
presently a new member of the University Athletics club and has been training with the
club for five months of winter training. This training included mostly strength work
and conditioning with very few technical long jump sessions.
Mike's personal best long jump was 6.10 metres, which he performed during his
last high school season in 1989. He had not jumped since then but his goal for this
season was 6.60 metres, while his coach's expectation for this season was 6.40 metres.
As this study began Mike admitted, "I didn't know anything about it. I never thought
about what was going through my head. I just tried to psych myself up and do a good
jump." However, he did feel that imagery might have some value as he stated, "There
was some skepticism because I didn't know what it was, but I was prepared to give it a
go. I was looking for anything to improve my jump. So I wanted to try it."

4.5.1.

Dependent Measures: Behavioral Performance

Distance: As illustrated in Figures 4.29. and 4.30., Mike's jumping distances
dramatically improved from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Figure 4.29. Mike Cutler: Long Jump Distance Results
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Figure 4.30. Mike Cutler: Weekly Best Long Jump Distance Results

Mike's baseline distance measures started out very high (Range = 6.31 to

6.44) as all of his jumps were well over his previous personal best of 6.10 metres.

This dramatic improvement was likely caused by the Hawthorne effect, as predictably,
Mike's performance declined in the following weeks as he grew more accustomed to

experimental procedure. This was followed by a slow improvement near the end of th
five week baseline.
As the imagery treatment began, Mike's jump distances immediately made a

marked improvement, exceeding his best baseline distance in the first session. Aft

this initial dramatic improvement, his weekly best distances remained consistently

or above this level throughout the eight week treatment (best distance range 6.43

6.53). Mike explained his improvement as he stated, "When I imaged right, (imagery

helped big. My best technical jump is when I imaged my perfect jump. It was 6.55 on

the 21st of January. Fair dinkum!" These results show that the slow-motion imagery

program increased Mike's jumping distances from the baseline to the treatment per
Accuracy: Figure 4.31. illustrates that Mike's long jump accuracy measure did
not improve from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Although Mike's baseline accuracy averages were quite inconsistent (range =
3 3 % to 1 0 0 % ) , overall they were very high averaging 8 0 % for the total baseline
period with three of the five sessions averaging 100%.
During the imagery treatment period, Mike's accuracy averages actually declined
significantly (treatment average = 6 0 % ) and grew more inconsistent (range = 0 % to
1 0 0 % ) . In week four of the treatment, Mike reported in his diary, "I made a slight
change to run-up speed at the 'speed-up' point today", consequently his accuracy
dropped dramatically to 0%. Although the results of this session skews the treatment
results slightly, the remainder of Mike's accuracy scores continued in an inconsistent
trend. Therefore, the imagery program did not improve Mike's long jump accuracy
measure from the baseline to the treatment period.
Subjective Rating: Mike's subjective rating measures as illustrated in Figure
4.32., declined from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Figure 4.32. Mike Cutler: Subjective Rating Weekly Average Results

Mike's baseline weekly averages improved steadily as they ranged from an
average score of 6 up to 8.5 which represents "Good" to "Very good" jumping technique.
These scores were relatively high considering the maximum rating is a score of 9.
Therefore, Mike had little room for improvement.
Mike's subjective rating weekly averages actually decreased steadily, falling
below the score of 7 throughout the treatment sessions. This decline in subjective
rating does not correspond to his increase in jumping performance, as one would expect
them to be related. Although the jumping expert rated Mike's performance poorly, she
also stated "With Mike, he certainly tidied up his technique this season." This
contradiction indicates that his subjective rating decline may have been due to a
misinterpretation of the subjective rating scale by the jumping expert. However, the
slow-motion imagery program apparently did not improve Mike's subjective rating
measure.

4.5.2. Dependent Measures: Cognitive Performance
Imagery: Mike's baseline imagery score (Imagery = 125) as illustrated in
Figure 4.33., was very good which represents images that are nearly "perfectly clear
and as vivid as normal vision."
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Figure 4.33. Mike Cutler: VVIQ and VMIQ Results

Mike's baseline imagery measure was surprisingly high, considering that he had
never used imagery of any kind before and knew nothing about it.
After the eight week imagery treatment, Mike's imagery ability improved
significantly (Imagery = 125 to 96) and actually approached a ceiling effect as the
perfect imagery score is 80. Mike verified these results as he stated, "(my imagery)
is a lot better. It got easier to image a long jump. After you warmed up and had gone
through a few jumps in your head, it certainly gets you concentrating and on the ball."
Mike further commented on the use of slow-motion imagery,
"It was better with slow-motion imagery, you could think about what you're
doing. In normal speed you haven't got time to see what you're doing with your
arms, what you're doing with this leg or with that leg, but in slow-motion you've
got more time to put it all together."
These results show that the slow-motion imagery program did significantly
improve Mike's imagery ability over his baseline measure.

Physical Self-Efficacy: Mike's physical self-efficacy results as illustrated in
Figure 4.34., improved from the baseline to the treatment period.
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Figure 4.34. Mike Cutler: Physical Self-Efficacy Results
Although his baseline score was "high" (physical self-efficacy = 98), Mike's
physical self-efficacy treatment score (physical self-efficacy =110) markedly
improved. This treatment score reflects a "high" confidence in his own physical
ability. When asked why his confidence had improved, he stated, "Because I have
improved so much, ... I'm a lot better at it."
These results indicate that the slow-motion imagery program significantly
improved Mike's physical self-efficacy measure from the baseline to the treatment
period.

I nr.us of Control: Figure 4.35. illustrates that Mike's locus of control did not
internalize during the treatment period of this study. Baseline locus of control was
moderately internal (Locus of control = 13) suggesting that Mike has a moderate

tendency to place the responsibility of behavioral outcomes on himself rather than
outside causes.
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Figure 4.35. Mike Cutler: Locus of Control Results
Mike did improve his distances and achieved a relative amount of success this
season, therefore locus of control research suggests (Tenenbaum, Furst, &
Weingarten, 1984; Cox, 1990) that his locus of control should have internalized.
After the imagery treatment however, Mike's locus of control measure actually
externalized slightly (Locus of control = 12),
Mike admitted that his victories are due to "my own ability", and his losses were
due to either "bad luck" or a better opponent. He therefore exhibits a degree of both
internal and external locus of control. These results show that the slow-motion
imagery program did not internalize Mike's locus of control.

4.5.3.

Summary

The results here illustrate that the slow-motion imagery program did enhance
Mike's long jump distance, imagery ability, and physical self-efficacy, however, it did
not enhance his long jump accuracy, subjective rating or his locus of control. Mike's
case therefore, provides partial support for the first study hypothesis that slowmotion imagery would enhance performance. In addition full support was provided for
the second hypothesis that slow-motion imagery would enhance physical self-efficacy;
but provides no support for the third hypothesis that slow-motion imagery would
internalize locus of control.
Strictly from a performance enhancement point of view, slow-motion imagery
did increase Mike's long jump distances, therefore the experiment was a success for
him. He improved his actual competitive personal best from 6.10 metres to 6.67
metres and placed second in the Under-20 long jump at the Western Australia State
Championships. As Mike summed up his season, "Pretty good! I was stoked; I was
stoked with my PB at the state champs!" He even surpassed his lofty goal of 6.60
metres of which he admitted, "It was out there a bit. I wouldn't have been disappointed
if I didn't do it."
After the first week of the imagery treatment, Mike stated, "Imagery (is) slowly
having more meaning and relevance. (I) can see some improvement (in the jumps)."
After the study he reported that the imagery program "obviously helped. I wouldn't say
(it was) a vital link to my success but I think that it was an important part of it."

4.6. S u m m a r y of Results
The results of this study as illustrated in Figure 4.36, indicate that three
subjects, Jenny Clack, Nicole Mladenis, and Mike Cutler significantly improved most
of their behavioral and cognitive performances, while two subjects, Michelle Pratt and
Dana McCall did not.
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Figure 4.36. Effect of Slow-Motion Imagery on Dependent Measures

Distance:

Results show that three subjects improved distance measures

significantly, one subject improved moderately while one did not improve.
Furthermore, two subjects that did not improve imagery significantly also had limited
imagery and physical practice time which may have limited the effect of the treatment.
However, all five subjects reported in their diaries and in the post-experimental
interview that imagery helped their performance. Figure 4.36 indicates that slowmotion imagery had a weak or stronger effect on four subject's distance performances
(mean effect=1.4). Slow-motion imagery was shown to enhance long jump distance.

Accuracy: Results show that only one subject significantly improved jumping
accuracy over baseline, while two moderately improved. Figure 4.36 illustrates that
slow-motion imagery had a weak or stronger effect on the accuracy performance of
three subjects (mean effect=8). Therefore, these results indicate that slow-motion
imagery had only a moderate effect on long jump accuracy.
Long jump accuracy is representative of the run-up phase of long jump and if the
run-up is consistent and accurate, the athlete will jump from the take-off board.
However, if the run-up is inconsistent or inaccurate, the athlete may jump either
behind or in front of the take-off board. In an actual long jump competition, jumps
taken from behind the board are measured from the board to the landing point in the
sand, therefore some distance is lost. The idea then is to jump from the board thereby
not losing any distance. The instrument employed for the measurement of long jump
accuracy was only sensitive to jumps taken on or in front of the take-off board. Any
jumps taken behind the board were recorded the same as jumps taken on the board,
regardless of their obvious inaccuracy. This indicates that the instrument of accuracy
measurement was not sensitive to all dimensions of inaccuracy and therefore the long
jump accuracy results may be considered inconclusive.
Subjective Rating: Results indicate that only one subject achieved any subjective
rating improvement over baseline and that this improvement was minimal. Figure
4.36 further illustrates that slow-motion imagery had little to no effect on subjective
rating (mean effect = .2). However, this result did not seem to correspond with the
jumping expert's view, as she explained,
"With Mike, he certainly tidied up his technique this season. With Nicole, I
think it definitely helped 'cause you can see the improvement. With Jenny ... I
was able to notice a difference in her technique towards the end of the season
compared to early in the season."

These comments should have been reflected in the ratings of these individuals and
since they were not, some attention bias may have interferred with the rater's
judgment. Perhaps the rater/coach was reluctant to give higher ratings because some
improvement was still necessary. In general, the results suggest that slow-motion
imagery did not enhance the subjective rating of long jump performance although
technical performance enhancement seemed to be exhibited.
These results show only partial support for the first study hypothesis that slowmotion imagery will facilitate performance. However, the most relevant measure of
long jump performance is distance which was significantly enhanced by the treatment.
Subjective Rating measures jumping technique which is related to successful long
jumping but not mandatory, as many elite long jumpers compensate for technical flaws
with speed and strength. Likewise, proper long jump performance consists of a degree
of accuracy but the primary emphasis is distance and it is this highly relevant aspect
of long jump performance that was strongly effected by slow-motion imagery. The
results indicated that slow-motion imagery facilitated long jump performance.
Imagery: The results indicate that three subjects significantly improved
imagery ability while one showed moderate improvement. Figure 4.36 further
illustrates that slow-motion imagery had a weak or stronger effect on the imagery
ability of four subjects (mean effect = 1.4). Therefore, slow-motion imagery
enhanced imagery ability. Furthermore, those who improved imagery ability also
improved performance while those who did not improve imagery ability, did not
improve performance. This imagery ability/performance relationship was the
emphasis of the first hypothesis as it predicted that the imagery program
wouldimprove imagery ability which will enhance performance. Therefore the first
hypothesis is supported as those subjects which significantly improved imagery
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ability also improved performance.

Locus of Control: The results show that five subjects internalized locus of
control, (one moderately) with a mean effect of 1.4. This indicated that slow-motion
imagery internalized locus of control, as hypothesized. The implication therefore is
that slow-motion imagery generates performance success which in turn internalizes
locus of control. Two subjects however, did not greatly improve their performance and
did internalize locus of control, although this was likely due to the amount of athletic
success they achieved outside of this study. These results support the
performance/internality relationship that research suggests (Tenenbaum, Furst, &
Weingarten, 1984) as four of the five subjects who achieved athletic success during
the study (either from the imagery program or external sources) internalized locus of
control.
Physical Self-Efficacy: Figure 4.36 illustrates that four subjects improved
their physical self-efficacy over their baseline scores, (one moderately) with a mean
effect of 1.4. Therefore, slow-motion imagery enhances physical self-efficacy. It is
possible that slow-motion imagery facilitates successful performance which in turn
enhanced physical self-efficacy. However, two subjects did not significantly improve
their performance but did increase physical self-efficacy, although this was likely due
to the amount of athletic success they achieved outside of this study. The
performance/physical self-efficacy relationship that research suggests (Bandura,
1982), was supported as four of the five subjects who achieved athletic success during
the study (either from the imagery program or from external sources) did increase
physical self-efficacy,
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S u m m a r y : Figure 4.36 illustrates that slow-motion imagery had a significant
effect on long jump distance and imagery ability, and a weak effect on long jump
accuracy and subjective rating. However with distance being the most relevant
performance measure, these results support the hypothesis that slow-motion imagery
enhances long jump performance,
Slow-motion imagery also had a significant effect on physical self-efficacy and
locus of control, although external sources may have enhanced this effect somewhat.
However, these results support the second and third hypotheses that slow-motion
imagery, through increasing performance, enhances both physical self-efficacy and
locus of control.

CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5.0.

Overview
This study investigated the effect of slow-motion imagery on motor skill

performance. Andre and Means (1 986) suggested that by slowing down the process of
imagery to heighten the imaginal experience, the slow-motion imager is better able to
isolate technical aspects of a task and thereby amplify the kinesthetic experience or
"feel" of imagery.

Consequently, it was hypothesized that heightened imaginal

experience would facilitate motor skill performance.
It was further hypothesized that performance success caused by slow-motion
imagery would also facilitate cognitive growth in the specific areas of Physical SelfEfficacy and Locus of Control. Research suggests (e.g. Bandura, 1982; Weiner, 1979)
that both psychological antecedents and consequences are strongly related to
performance.
These hypotheses were investigated by employing a single-subject multiple
baseline across individuals design.

Both Wollman ( 1 9 8 6 ) and Bryan ( 1 9 8 7 )
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suggested that the effects of an imagery study can be more easily observed and
monitored using a single-subject design. Consequently, five subjects served as their
own control as they performed the motor skill of long jump during a 2 to 5 week
baseline followed by an 8 week imagery treatment period. Each subject was tested once
per week on long jump performance and pretested/posttested on imagery ability,
physical self-efficacy, and locus of control.
5.1. Summary of Results
General findings indicate that three subjects significantly enhanced jumping
performance and most cognitive measures. Two subjects however neither significantly
improved behavioral performances nor imagery ability, possibly due to limited
training time. However, these subjects did enhance physical self-efficacy and locus of
control.
The specific results indicated that subject # 1 : (Jenny Clack) significantly
enhanced long jump performance, imagery ability, and locus of control over baseline
measures, but did not enhance physical self efficacy. Slow-motion imagery was clearly
an effective facilitator of long jump performance and some cognitive growth. Subject
* 2 : (Dana McCall) moderately enhanced behavioral and cognitive performances over
baseline measures, however she did not improve imagery ability. This may have been
due to an imagery controllability problem and external activities (distractions). In
this case, slow-motion imagery neither significantly enhanced long jump performance
nor cognitive growth. Subject * 3 : (Nicole Mladenis) significantly enhanced long jump
performance, imagery ability, physical self-efficacy, and locus of control over
baseline measures, therefore, slow-motion imagery effectively facilitated long jump
performance and cognitive growth. Subject * 4 : (Michelle Pratt) neither significantly
enhanced long jump performance, nor imagery ability over baseline measures but did
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enhance physical self-efficacy and locus of control, although external activities may
have affected results. Slow-motion imagery, therefore, did not facilitate long jump
performance, but did appear to enhance cognitive growth. Subject # 5 : (Mike Cutler)
significantly enhanced long jump performance, imagery ability, and physical selfefficacy over baseline measures but did not enhance locus of control. Therefore, slowmotion imagery effectively facilitated long jump performance and some cognitive
growth.
5.2. Conclusions:
This study illustrated that a causal relationship between slow-motion imagery
and long jump performance was contingent upon a significant and concomitant increase
in imagery ability. Only those subjects who's imagery ability increased, improved
long jump performance over baseline measures. These findings provide support for
the first study hypothesis that slow-motion imagery enhances performance of complex
motor skills.
The study also illustrated some evidence of a causal relationship between slowmotion imagery and cognitive growth, conditional again upon significant increases in
imagery ability. More specifically, results illustrated that of the three subjects who's
imagery ability increased, two enhanced both their physical self-efficacy and locus of
control measures over baseline.

5.3. Implications
For The Coach:
This study has illustrated the benefit of mental skills on the athletic field,
specifically the effect of slow-motion imagery on motor skill performance. Given this,
the coach should integrate slow-motion imagery education and training into normal
physical training.

It was argued that if imagery ability improves, so will
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performance, therefore coaches should monitor and encourage improvement in the
athlete's imagery ability in order to enhance performance. Furthermore, this study
indicated a relationship between performance and cognitive growth, specifically locus
of control and physical self-efficacy. It can thus be argued that the coach should also
educate athletes on proper cognitions, then monitor and enhance cognitions in order to
facilitate performance.
For The Athlete:
Most sports consist of a sequence of quickly performed complex motor skills.
W h e n applying "actual speed imagery" to learn and develop skills in these activities,
athletes may easily lose control over the exact movements being imaged and also lose
kinesthetic "feel" of the image. However, by slowing down the speed of the imagery
process athletes may heighten their imaginal experience which may subsequently
enhance performance.
In order to heighten the kinesthetic "feel" of physical activity during imagery,
athletes must learn to feel the intrinsic muscular movements and forces exerted,
otherwise imagery may merely function as a means of enhancing concentration. This
would be best accomplished by educating athletes on the concept of kinesthetic "feel"
during slow-motion imagery, and emphasizing the technical aspects of the activity to
be isolated. For example, by imagining the take-off phase of long jump in slow motion,
the athlete can concentrate on the knee drive and the kinesthetic feeling of lift that it
creates. It is the "feel" and how it is created that needs to be isolated and emphasized
during imagery.
Athlete's must also gain total control of images involved in their imagery routine,
as uncontrolled imagery may manifest into uncontrolled performance (Botterill,
1987). Subject * 2 for example, Dana McCall, reported a controllability problem
during her imagery. She would lose control of her long jump in the middle of an image
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which negatively affected her jumping performance. To gain better control of imagery,
therefore, she would be best advised to incorporate a slower rate of imagery which
would facilitate more attention to each segment of movement throughout the total
activity.
Other means of improving controllability and facilitating the effect of imagery
would include extensive imagery practice and the use of imagery scripts. Only the
three subjects in this study who's performances significantly improved, reported
practicing their imagery skills at least three times per week. It is therefore evident
that imagery needs to be practiced and refined almost daily, and that only through longterm practice similar to the 8 week treatment period employed in this study, can
imagery ability be significantly enhanced and subsequent performance improved,
A list or script of technical cues written in sequence can also be incorporated into
imagery routines. Imagery scripts help athletes focus on the exact aspects of the
activity to be performed which should enhance both the controllability and kinesthetic
"feel" of the image, and subsequently facilitate the effect of imagery on performance.
While imagery scripts may be vital to the development of initial sport specific imagery
routines, their importance and function may diminish as mental skill develops and
images become controlled and natural.
5.4. Recommendations for Further Research:
The evidence from this study indicates that there is justification in applying a
single-subject design to imagery research, as suggested by Bryan ( 1 9 8 7 ) , Smith
( 1 9 8 7 ) , and Wollman (1 986). This design made it possible to thoroughly monitor the
subject's activities both "inside and outside" of the study.

For example, Michelle

Pratt's participation in the State Lacrosse Team, and Dana McCall's heptathlon
activities and imagery controllability problems, and the effects on their respective
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performances would have been overlooked without the single-subject design.
Furthermore, the significant individual improvements achieved by Mike Cutler, Nicole
Mladenis, and Jenny Clack would have been masked in a group design.
The evidence also supports Smith's (1987) suggestions that imagery research
should employ experienced and skilled athletes and use natural settings for training.
Furthermore, as Richardson (1968a) suggested, imagery should be immediately
followed by physical practice. The integration of imagery before, during, and between
physical practice sessions in this study produced generally positive effects on motor
skill performance.
In this study, slow-motion imagery improved long jump distance, however it had
little or no effect on accuracy or subjective ratings. Replications of this study,
therefore, might employ a more sensitive accuracy measure, for example scoring a
jump from the take-off board = 3, from behind the board = 2, after the board = 1, and
two independent raters whose inter-rater reliability measures must reach acceptable
levels prior to testing.
The baseline period of two weeks did not appear to establish stable baseline
performance measures. Replications of this study should therefore set longer baseline
periods of at least three weeks.
The posttreatment interview may have created a situation in which the subjects
responded in a manner that was accommodating to the researcher. Future studies may
employ an independant interviewer to insure that the subjects do not merely say what
they believe the researcher wants to hear.
Finally, although results indicated that slow-motion imagery facilitated
performance during training sessions, performance enhancement may be best
monitored under direct competitive situations. This would ensure high subject
motivation and serve as a better measure of performance than training measures.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX ONE:

ATHLEflC HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE

ATHLETIC HISTORY QUESTIONNAIRE

Name
Age
Sex
How many years have you been competing in long jump? years
How many years have you been seriously competing in long jump? yrs,
How long have you been regularly training this season? months
What is your personal best long jump? metres
What is your best so far this season? metres
How far did you jump last year? metres
If this season goes well, what do you expect to jump? metres
Coach's expectation for this season? metres
Have you ever practiced imagery?
Do you use it now?
What is your view of using imagery to aide in the performance of athletics?

APPENDIX TWO:

VIVIDNESS OF VISUAL IMAGERY QUESTIONNAIRE (VVIQ)
(MARKS, 1973)
VISUAL MOVEMENT IMAGERY QUESTIONNAIRE (VMIQ)
(Isaac, Marks & Russell, 1986)

1 19
VIVIDNESS OF VISUAL IMAGERY QUESTIONNAIRE
Eyes open
Eyes closed
Name:

Total

Age:
Male or Female:
Visual imagery refers to the ability to visualize, that is, the ability to form
mental pictures, or to "see in the mind's eye". Marked individual differences have been
found in the strength and clarity of reported visual imagery and these differences are of
considerable psychological interest.
The aim of this test is to determine the vividness of your visual imagery. The
items of the test will possibly bring certain images to your mind. You are asked to rate
the vividness of each image by reference to the 5-point scale given below. For
example, if your image is "vague and dim" then give it a rating of 4. After each item,
write the appropriate number in the box provided. The first box is for an image
obtained with your eyes open and the second box is for an image obtained with your eyes
closed. Before you turn to the items on the next page, familiarize yourself with the
different categories on the rating scale. Throughout the test, refer to the rating scale
when judging the vividness of each image. Try to do each item separately, independent
of how you may have done other items.
Complete all items for images obtained with the eyes open and then return to the
beginning of the questionnaire and rate the image obtained for each item with your eyes
closed. Try and give your "eyes closed" rating independently of the "eyes open" rating.
The two ratings for a given item may not in all cases be the same.

Ratine Scale
The image aroused by an item might be:
Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision
Clear and reasonably vivid

Rating 1
.....

Rating 2

Moderately clear and vivid

Rating 3

Vague and dim
No image at all, you only "know" that you are

Rating 4
Rating 5

thinking ofthe object,
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In answering items 1 to 4, think of some relative or friend w h o m you
frequently see (but who is not with at present) and consider carefully the picture that
comes before your mind's eye,
Rating with eyes:
Open

Item

I Clesed

1. The exact contour of face, head shoulders and body.
2. Characteristic poses of head, attitudes of body, etc.
3. The precise carriage, length of step, etc. in walking.
4. The different colours worn in some familiar clothes.

Visualize a rising sun. Consider carefully the picture that comes before your
mind's eye.
Rating with eyes
Item

Open ; Closed

5. The sun is rising above the horizon into a hazy sky.
6. The sky clears and surrounds the sun with blueness.
7. Clouds. A storm blows up, with flashes of lightning.
8. A rainbow appears.

Rating Scale
The image aroused by an item might be:
Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision

Rating 1

Clear and reasonably vivid

Rating 2

Moderately clear and vivid

Rating 3

Vague and dim

Rating 4

No image at all, you only "know" that you

Rating 5

are thinking of the object.
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Think of the front of a shop which you often go to. Consider the picture that comes
before your mind's eye.
Rating with eyes:
. Open

Item

I Closed
1

9. The overall appearance of the shop from the
opposite side of the road.
10. A window display including colours, shapes

1

and details of individual items for sale.
1 1. You are near the entrance. The colour, shape

1

and details ofthe door.
12. You enter the shop and go to the counter. The

1

counter assistant serves you. Money changes hands.
Finally, think of a country scene which involves trees, mountains and a lake.
Consider the picture that comes before your mind's eye.
Rating with eyes
. Open I closed .

Item
13. The contours of the landscape.

1

14. The colour and shape ofthe trees.

1

15. The colour and shape of the lake.

1

16. A strong wind blows on the trees and

1

on the lake causing waves.

Rating Scale
The image aroused by an item might be:
Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision

Rating 1

Clear and reasonably vivid

Rating 2

Moderately clear and vivid

Rating 3

Vague and dim

Rating 4

No image at all, you only "know" that you
are thinking of the object.

Rating 5
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VISUAL MOVEMENT IMAGERY QUESTIONNAIRE
Name: Watching other =
Age:
Male or Female:

Watching self =.
Total

Movement imagery refers to the ability to imagine a movement. The aim of this
test is to determine the vividness of your movement imagery. The items of the test are
designed to bring certain images to your mind. You are asked to rate the vividness of
each item by reference to the 5-point scale. After each item, write the appropriate
number in the box provided. The first box is for an image obtained watching somebody
else and the second box is for an image obtained doing it yourself. Try to do each item
separately, independently of how you may have done other items. Complete all items
obtained watching somebody else and then return to the beginning of the questionnaire
and rate the image obtained doing it yourself. The two ratings for a given item may not
in all cases be the same. For all items please have your eyes closed.
Think of each of the following acts, and classify the images according to the degree
of clearness and vividness as shown on the rating scale.
Item

Watching
Doing it
somebody else I yourself

1. Standing 1
2. Walking

1

3. Running

1

4. Jumping

1

5. Reaching for something on tiptoe

1

6. Drawing a circle on paper 1
7. Kicking a stone

1

8. Bending to pick up a coin

1

9. Falling forwards

1

10. Running up stairs

1

11. Jumping sideways 1
12. Slipping over backwards
Rating Scale
The image aroused by an item might be:
Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision
Clear and reasonably vivid
Moderately clear and vivid
Vague and dim
No image at all, you only "know" that you
are thinking of the skill

1

Rating 1
Rating 2
Rating 3
Rating 4
Rating 5

Think of each of the following acts, and classify the images according
to the degree of clearness and vividness as shown on the rating scale.
Watching
Doing it
somebody else I yourself

Item
13. Catching a ball with two hands
1 4. Throwing a stone into water
15. Kicking a ball in the air
16. Hitting a ball along the ground
17. Running downhill
18. Climbing over a high wall
19. Sliding on ice
20. Riding a bike
21. Jumping into water
22. Swinging on a rope
23. Balancing on one leg
24. Jumping off a high wall
Rating Scale
The image aroused by an item might be:

Rating 1

Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision
Clear and reasonably vivid

Rating 2

Moderately clear and vivid

Rating 3

Vague and dim

Rating 4

No image at all, you only "know" that you
are thinking of the skill

Rating 5

When you image yourself long jumping:
1. A) do you "see" yourself as if on a video/TV?
(EXTERNAL)
B) do you "see" yourself through your own eyes
as if performing the actual activity?
(INTERNAL)
2. During your image of long jumping does
your perspective (1A and B) change?

Yes or No

3. Which perspective do you find easiest to use?
1A EXTERNAL
OR IB INTERNAL

(circle one)

(tick only one)
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APPENDIX THREE:

Wingate Sport Achievement Responsibility Scale
(Tenenbaum, Furst, & Weingarten, 1984)
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HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT NEGATIVE EVENTS IN SPORTS
Circle either A. or B.
1. W h e n the coach does not demand that you should invest more effort in practice it is
because:
A. He does not care whether you succeed.
B. You usually give your all in practice.
2. An unsuccessful competition for m e is:
A. One where the coach and the crowd were not satisfied.
B. One in which I was not able to express m y own ability well.
3. W h e n your own friends tell you that you are not successful in sport it is because:
A. They are not very good friends.
B. Your ability is low.
4. W h e n I fail in a competition it is because:
A. The lack of competitive atmosphere caused m e to fail.
B. M y inappropriate lifestyle prior to the competition.
5. W h e n the coach criticizes you it is because:
A. Coaches should criticize their sportsmen every once in a while.
B. You deserve it.
6. Whenever you realize that it is difficult for you to withstand the effort related to a
practice session, it is because:
A. The coach has demanded greater effort than usual,
B. You did not invest enough in previous practices.
7. W h e n you did practice a great deal for an important sport competition and failed, it
was because:
A. Factors beyond your control hurt you.
B. You did not practice hard enough.
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8. W h e n you fail a competition it is because:
A. The competition was too tough for you.
B. Lack of effort in practice.
9. Whenever you do not succeed in "tricking" your competitive opponents it is because:
A. They were more alert than you were.
B. You did not plan it ahead of time.
10. When your club members claim that you are not clever enough, they do it because:
A. They envy you.
B. You actually did something which does not show cleverness.
11. Many times when I was beaten in a competition it was because:
A. The opposition was better than me.
B. I was not ready enough for the competition.

H O W YOU FEEL ABOUT POSITIVE EVENTS IN SPORT

Circle either A. or B.
1. When your friends tell you that you are excellent in sport it is mostly because:
A. They are good friends.
B. Your ability is high.
2. Good results in sport are usually the consequence of :
A. Luck or uncontrollable factors.
B. The personal efforts invested by the athlete.
3. For me, a meaningful competition is:
A. One in which the coach and the crowd are satisfied.
B. One in which I was able to utilize my own ability well.
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4. W h e n you took the risk and used an unconventional tactic or technique and were
successful, it was because:
A. Your opponents were too conservative and conventional.
B. You have the ability to invent and make changes.
5. W h e n I reconstruct m y sport successes, I tend to remember:
A. The electrifying atmosphere which assisted m y success.
B. M y own successful executions.
6. Whenever you excel in a competition, beyond the objective expectancy,
it is because:
A. Environmental conditions assisted you this time more than usual.
B. You made special efforts this time.
7. W h e n you succeed in "tricking" your rivals in a competition, it's because:
A. They are less alert than you are.
B. You planned it well and carefully from the beginning.
8. W h e n your club members claim that you are clever, they do it because:
A. They appreciate you.
B. You have done something which indicates your cleverness.
9. W h e n the crowd encourages you during a competition, it is because:
A. The crowd usually encourages the athletes.
B. You are a good athlete.
10. W h e n you succeed in a competition, it is because:
A. The coach prepared you well for the competition.
B. Your ability is high.
11. W h e n you understand the coach's instructions it is usually because:
A. His instructions were clear enough.
B. You considered his words important.
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APPENDIX FOUR:

The Physical Self-Efficacy Scale
(Ryckman, Tobbins, Thornton, & Cantrell, 1982)

1
Your View of Your Physical Ability
Enter a following number 1 If you agree strongly
2
If you agree somewhat
3
If you agree slightly
4
If you disagree slightly
5
If you disagree somewhat
6
If you disagree strongly
1. I have excellent reflexes.
2. I am not agile and graceful.
3. I am rarely embarrassed by my voice.
4. My physique is rather strong.
5. Sometimes I don't hold up well under stress.
6. I can't run fast.
7. I have physical defects that sometimes bother me.
8. I don't feel in control when I take tests involving physical dexterity.
9. I am never intimidated by the thought of a sexual encounter.
10. People think negative things about me because of my posture.
11. I am not hesitant about disagreeing with people bigger than me.
12. I have poor muscle tone.
13. I take little pride in my ability in sports.
14. Athletic people usually do not receive more attention than me.
15. I am sometimes envious of those better looking than myself.
16. Sometimes my laugh embarrasses me.
17. I am not concerned with the impression my physique makes on others,
18. Sometimes I feel uncomfortable shaking hands because my hands are clammy.
19. My speed has helped me out of some tight spots.
20. I find that I am not accident prcne.
21. I have a strong grip.
22. Because of my agility I have been able to do things which many
others could not do.

APPENDIX FIVE:
TRAINING DIARY
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Training Diary - NAME DATE - JUMP *

1

2

3

4

5

6

DISTANCE
ACCURACY
RATING
Training activities

Comments on progress

Imagery used since last Diary entry

Comments

How long did it take for you to imagine one full long jump today? sees.
How many times per training session did you practice imagery?
How many times a week do you practice your imagery skills?
Training difficulty (intensity level of the training session itself)
<
1
very easy

2

3
light

4

5
moderate

6

7
hard

8

9
>
very hard

Training effort (amount of personal effort that you put into the session)
<

1
very low

2

3
low

4

5
average

6

7
huge

8

9
>
extreme

Training Arousal level (your personal energy level during the session)
<
1
very low

2

3
listless

4

5
average

6

7
energetic

Internal dialogue
(What was going through your mind during the training session)

8

9
>
intense
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P S Y C H O L O G I C A L F A C T O R S W H I C H A F F E C T TRAINING
< 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ....>
Very low,
Low, a lot
consistent
of the time
problems

medium

Quite high,
Drops at times

Very high

ENTER A NUMBER (1 -9) FROM ABOVE
1. Willingness to train hard
2. Ability to hold concentration
3. Ability to tolerate frustration
4. Confidence in ability to handle training intensity —
5. Satisfaction with present training regime
6. Confidence in upcoming meet
7. Satisfaction with coaching
8. Satisfaction with other athletes
9. Satisfaction in relations with people outside athletics
10. Satisfaction with school or Uni.
11. Satisfaction with financial situation
12. Satisfaction with other aspects of life
13. Life-events stress level (overall level of stress causing events)
Rating < 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
very high
high

average

low

very low

Comment (both positive and negative) on all factors which may influence training
activities or preparation. This may be simply commenting on the above categories.

HEALTH FACTORS
Please circle the appropriate number. If you exhibit no symptoms of the condition
listed, check [x] the box on the left.
3
no
improvement

Localized injury [_]... 1
(describe)
almost
completely
resolved

2
healing

Muscle/joint pain [_] ... 1
minimal

.... 2
morning
stiffness
resolves

Upper respiratory [_] ... 1
infection
minimal
-sore throat
symptoms
- cough and/or fever

Gastrointestinal [_] .. 1
disturbances
minimal
- constipation
symptoms
- nausea, etc.
Insomnia

[_] ... 1
very
rare

Nutrition,
eating pattern

.... 1
minimal
symptoms

1
regular
and
balanced

2
problem
resolving

2
infrequent

General fatigue [_] .... 1
or lethargy
appropriate
to training
stress

Other illness U
(describe)

... 2
healing

3
morning
stiffness
doesn't
resolve

chronic sore
throat, etc.
able to train

3
irregular
disturbances

3
frequent
and no
improvement

4
getting
worse but
able to train
..... 4
getting
worse but
able to
train
4
getting
worse but
able to train

4
getting
worse but
able to train
4
frequent
getting
worse

2
problem no improvement,
decreased
resolving
motivation
to train
... 2
healing

2
regular
and
adequate

3
no
improvement

3
disrupted
and
adequate

.... 5
unable
to train

5
very sore
unable to
train

5
severe,
unable
to train

... 5
severe,
unable
to train
5
major
sleep
disorders

5
.... 4
severe,
getting
unable
worse,
to train
affecting
training

4
getting
worse but
able to train

5...
severe,
unable
to train

4
disrupted
and
inadequat

5
very
irregular
inadequate
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APPENDIX SIX:

SUBJECT *1 - JENNY CLACK POSTTREATMENT INTERVIEW
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Researcher: How did you feel about your performance for the season?
J e n n y : Pretty good, I just missed qualifying for nationals but for m y first season
back, I'm happy with it. Now I have something to go on next year.
Researcher: You didn't reach your goal for the year, does that bother you?
Jenny: Not really, I usually set m y goals a bit high. I'm happy with the season
Researcher: What do you think you could have done this season to do better?
Jenny: It would have helped if I was able to train more often. Other than that I think I
did pretty well. I was concentrating on what I had to do.
Researcher: Prior to the present imagery study, what were your views of the use of
imagery to aid performance?
Jenny: I thought it was very important.
Researcher: Had you considered using imagery to enhance your performance?
Jenny: From Gymnastics we were introduced to imagery since we first began. I even
had some individual sessions with the main sport psychologist at University, Sandy
Gordon where we also covered thought stoppage.
Researcher:

You had used imagery before in your gymnastic career, can you

describe what that involved and how it differed from what was used in this study? If
so, what sort of imagery did you use?
Jenny: I wouldn't imagine how it (the total jump) should be done but I would think
about when I was given a correction how I would do that. I would only see myself as if
on TV.
Researcher: W h e n starting this imagery study, did you believe that the use of
imagery would enhance your jumping at all?
Jenny: Yep, because I had so much success with it in gymnastics.
Researcher: Has that view changed now?
Jenny: No, it has only been verified.
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Researcher: In the past, what would you be thinking about between each jump or
while you were standing on the runway before your next jump?
Jenny: I would be thinking about what I did wrong on the last jump and how I would
correct it. If it was a certain mistake, I would go over that mistake, imagining doing it
correctly over and over again.
Researcher: How has that been effected by your use of imagery?
J e n n y : Not really, now I just image the total jump instead of bits of it and now
Imagine myself as if through m y own eyes instead of like watching TV.
Researcher: How do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your training
sessions?
Jenny: Once you started using the imagery, it was easier to tune in and to think about
what you have to do, similar to gymnastics really. You just think of yourself and the
apparatus, it's the same as long jumping.
Researcher: How do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your jumping
performance?
Jenny: It certainly improved it. From when I started I wasn't using imagery a lot
then when I started using imagery more I felt I was getting back into it and I knew it
was helping me. I was getting back into the frame of mind of being able to always use it.
I was able to use the imagery quicker as before I would struggle with it a bit.
Researcher: Had you used slow-motion imagery in your gymnastics?
Jenny: Yea, but not in a structured way.
Researcher:

What do you think about the difference between using slow-motion

imagery and normal speed imagery?
Jenny: Just with slow-motion you are able to pin-point exactly what you want to be
able to do.
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Researcher: Since you have begun using imagery, do you feel that you have became
more aware of your body movements during a jump?
Jenny: It has increased it like it did in gymnastics. You are actually able to feel the
muscles that you're using, only now I'm using different muscles to do different motions.
Researcher: Do you attribute using imagery as being a vital link to your success this
season?
Jenny: I think it helped me a lot. After finishing gymnastics I wasn't using any type
of imagery cause I didn't need it. Now I know that I can do the same thing, that I haven't
lost it.
Researcher: Do you believe that using imagery is vital to your peak performance in
the future?
Jenny: Yep, because once you start getting better, the difference between minute
changes is going to be through imagery.
Researcher: Since the beginning of the imagery study, dg you feel that you have
become more self-confident in your physical ability?
Jenny: Yep, now I definitely have a baseline where I can improve on, where before I
was just starting and I didn't know much about anything but at least I'm taking the first
step. It's just like reinforcing everything you have done during training, you can go
over it in your mind then in a competition it is just like a normal training session.
Researcher: Do you feel that your imagery skills have improved significantly since
the start of the imagery study?
Jenny: Yes, because of repetition. When you use it all of the time you are able to see
yourself and go to an image quicker, and are able to stop and start it better.
Researcher: Did you have any chronic problems with your imagery use, like losing
control half way through a jump, etc.?
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J e n n y : No, I find imaging long jump rather easy compared to the gymnastics that I
have done. I think what helped m e a lot was that I had used imagery in gymnastics
anyway, the people who didn't know anything about it before probably thought it was
silly to do it, and imagery probably was harder to do for them.
Researcher: Since the advent of the imagery study, do you feel more confident
displaying your jumping ability in front of people?
Jenny: Yea, I think so. You should be able to see the improvement in your jump if you
keep imaging it so why not feel confident about it?
Researcher: Do you feel that you would now attribute your victories over an
opponent as being your own ability or other factors such as good luck or the opponents
lack of ability?
Jenny: It depends on the situation on the day. I don't place much emphasis on wining
or losing just on jumping well. It's your responsibility, you can't blame other people
or use excuses. I'd rather take the blame myself.
Researcher: Now when you lose a competition do you feel that it is because of your
lack of effort or ability or just that the other person was too good or they got lucky?
J e n n y : I was always more of an internal person, that is how I got into trouble and
need to work on thought stoppage. I tend to blame myself a little too severely for
everything.
Researcher: Now that you have used imagery in a sport, are you likely to continue
using it in the future?
Jenny: Yes, because it means that I will keep improving.
Researcher: Will you use it in other situations other than long jumping as well?
Jenny: Yes, like in other athletics events.
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Researcher: How do you feel about your performance this season?
Dana: Pretty good really. At the start of the season I wasn't sure I could make the
nationals in heptathlon but I did, so that's good. I also improved in just about all of m y
events and reached most of m y goals. I had hoped to improve more in long jump but I
was concentrating on m y other events so much that it made long jump tough.
Researcher: Prior to the present imagery study, what were your views of the use of
imagery to aid performance?
Dana: Yep I thought there was something there. I had tried it with m y high jump
initially. I didn't really know exactly what I was supposed to be doing, I would just try
to imagine myself doing (the jump) correctly. And I wouldn't practice it, I would only
do it at training.
Researcher: How did you start using imagery?
Dana: I think m y coach mentioned it to me but I'm not sure. I just started doing it.
Researcher: Had you considered using imagery to enhance your performance?
Dana: Yes
Researcher: What sort of imagery did you use?
Dana: I never used to do it outside the track and now I do. I would always imagine
myself like on a TV screen and now I see myself through m y own eyes. Now I try to feel
myself doing it and before it was all visual.
Researcher: Do you think these changes have made a difference?
Dana: Yea, I found it hard to feel myself doing the action. I need to practice that but I
think it helped.
Researcher: W h e n starting this imagery study, did you believe that the use of
imagery would enhance your jumping at all?
Dana: Yes
Researcher: Has that view changed now?
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Dana: I think it is very important and that it can help someone.
Researcher: In the past, what would you be thinking about between each jump or
while you were standing on the runway before your next jump?
Dana: I would imagine myself doing a good jump as if on a TV screen.
Researcher: How has that been affected by your use of imagery?
Dana: Now I have a more set imagery routine including seeing myself through m y own
eyes and following the imagery script that you gave me.
Researcher: How do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your training
sessions? Concentration level?
Dana: Now I am more focused on what I'm doing. I'm using m y brain a bit more, I am
thinking about what I'm doing out there instead of just doing it. I'm trying to think
about the right technique and I'm just more focused.
Researcher: How do you feel that the use of imagery has effected your jumping
performance?
Dana: Well, I've made definite improvements, I could feel it when I did the jump
right, I could feel it. I knew I did it right, I knew I got more height in the air and then
had more time to do the right jump. M y distances have improved.
Researcher: Compared to your previous season PB, your jump did not improve. How
do you account for that?
Dana: Because I am concentrating on the heptathlon, I was doing a lot of other events.
I was only practicing the long jump just once a week. Also, in the middle of the study
when I was improving I was imagining a lot like outside of training time but then I got
sick and stopped doing it as much and m y jumping dropped off a bit.
Researcher: Since you have begun using imagery, do you feel that you have become
more aware of your body movements during a jump?

Dana: Yea, maybe a little bit more. I found it frustrating that I could imagine the
movement in m y imagery but I couldn't get m y body to do it.
Researcher: Do you use imagery in your other heptathlon events?
Dana: Yea, cause I just started training for the throwing events in the heptathlon and I
used it a lot and I improved m y throws a lot. I've always used it in high jump.
Researcher: Do you attribute using imagery as being a vital link to your success this
season?
Dana: Yea, in long jump I've done a lot of technical work over the past few years so m y
improvement was not so dramatic this season but the imagery helped it. In the
throwing events I've been working on, I improved dramatically because of the imagery
and serious practice.
Researcher: Do you believe that using imagery is vital to your peak performance in
the future?
Dana: Yep
Researcher: Since the beginning of the imagery study, do you feel that you have
become more self-confident in your physical ability?
Dana: Yea but only slightly.
Researcher: Do you feel that your imagery skills have improved significantly since
the start of the imagery study?
Dana: Yea, but I sometimes find it hard to imagine a long jump. Each time I go through
it, it gets different. I lose control of the jump in the middle of the image. It varies a
lot. I concentrate on one aspect of m y jump and then I lose control of the rest of the
image.
Researcher: How often do you have problems with your imagery?
Dana: Well, usually the first image has something wrong with it then I would try to
fix it on the second and third. It takes m e a few images to get the jump right
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Researcher: Since the advent of the imagery study, do you feel more confident
displaying your jumping ability in front of people?
Dana: Not much different.
Researcher: Do you feel that you would now attribute your victories over an
opponent as being your own ability or other factors such as good luck or the opponents
lack of ability?
Dana: I usually attribute it to my own ability and the training and preparation that I
have done.
Researcher: Now when you lose a competition do you feel that it is because of your
lack of effort or ability or just that the other person was too good or they were lucky?
Dana: No, usually to my own lack of preparation.
Researcher: Now that you have used imagery on a sport, are you likely to continue
using it in the future?
Dana: Yea, sure,
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Researcher: How do you feel about your jumping performance this season?
Nicole: Yea, really good! I jumped 6 metres for the first time unofficially in the
study and went on to come close to it legally with the 5.94 at Nationals.
Researcher: What could you have done to do better this season if at all?
Nicole: M y goal for the season was to jump 5.60m., so I really didn't think I could do
5.90. I don't know what I could have done to do better, I think I got the most out of the
season that I could.
Researcher: Prior to the present imagery study, what were your views of the use of
imagery to aid performance?
Nicole: I had heard of it but I really didn't know anything about it.
Researcher: W h e n starting this imagery study, did you believe that the use of
imagery would enhance your jumping at all?
Nicole: Yea, I thought it could help.
Researcher: Has that view changed now?
Nicole: Well, it definitely helped m e this season, so now I'm sure of it.
Researcher: In the past, what would you be thinking about between each jump or
while you were standing on the runway before your next jump?
Nicole: Mainly just thinking about the technical things that I needed to work on, like
keeping m y head up or m y back straight.
Researcher: How has that been affected by your use of imagery?
Nicole: Now instead of just thinking about these things, I imagine myself doing them
correctly.
Researcher: Do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your training sessions?
Nicole: Yea, it has definitely helped me concentrate better on the technical aspects of
jumping.
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Researcher: Do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your jumping
performance?
Nicole: Definitely, my improvement this season was huge. I have more control of my
jump and m y distances speak for themselves.
Researcher: Since you have begun using imagery, do you feel that you have become
more aware of your body movements during a jump?
Nicole: Not really during the jump, but when I image I am getting more body
awareness than when we started.
Researcher: Do you attribute using imagery as being a vital link to your success this
season?
Nicole: Yes, imagery has helped me instill some new technique. Without it I'm not
sure I would have learned to keep the better body position that I'm in now.
Researcher: Do you believe that using imagery is vital to your peak performance in
the future?
Nicole: Yes, I still need to work on some parts of m y jump and imagery will help me
learn them.
Researcher: Since the beginning of the imagery study, do you feel that you have
become more self-confident in your physical ability?
Nicole: Yes, 'cause I've improved so much.
Researcher: Do you feel that your imagery skills have improved significantly since
the start of the imagery study?
Nicole: Yea, at first it was tough for me to imagine in slow-motion. It would only
take me ten seconds to imagine a jump but in the end I could image a jump for twenty
seconds or more.
Researcher: Since the advent of the imagery study, do you feel more confident
displaying your jumping ability in front of people?
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Nicole: Not really, I've never had a problem jumping in front of people,
Researcher: Do you feel that you would now attribute your victories over an
opponent as being your own ability or other factors such as good luck or the opponents
lack of ability?
Nicole: It's my ability along with my coach's preparation that makes me win. I guess
a bit of each.
Researcher: Now when you lose a competition do you feel that it is because of your
lack of effort or ability or just that the other person was too good or they were lucky?
Nicole: It is my fault if I lose cause I should've done something else to do better.
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Researcher: How do you feel about your jumping performance this season?
Michelle: Pretty good really. M y jump of 5.40 was the best I've done since m y
injury so it's encouraging to be getting the jump back,
Researcher: You didn't reach your goal for the season, how do you feel about that?
Michelle: If I could have trained more consistently, I feel that I could have reached it
but for the amount of time I put into training, I'm happy with how I did,
Researcher: What could you have done to do better this season?
Michelle: Obviously, I needed to train more and get fitter. Training once a week for
athletics and twice a week for Lacrosse didn't work out too well.
Researcher: Prior to the present imagery study, what were your views of the use of
imagery to aid performance?
Michelle: I'd never heard of it and I certainly didn't know how to use it.
Researcher: W h e n starting this imagery study, did you believe that the use of
imagery would enhance your jumping at all?
Michelle: I really didn't know and I was a bit sceptical.
Researcher: Has that view changed now?
Michelle: Yea, I guess I believe in it a bit more now. I've used it in jumping and in
Lacrosse and it seems to help.
Researcher: In the past, what would you be thinking about between each jump or
while you were standing on the runway before your next jump?
Michelle: Mainly on the run-up and good technique.
Researcher: Has that been affected by your use of imagery?
Michelle: Now, I try to image what I was thinking.
Researcher: Do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your training sessions?
Michelle: It helped m e concentrate a bit better on what I was trying to do.
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Researcher: Do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your jumping
performance?
Michelle: Not much, I didn't notice a lot of difference.
Researcher: Since you have begun using imagery, do you feel that you have became
more aware of your body movements during a jump?
Michelle: I didn't really notice it.
Researcher: Do you attribute using imagery as being a vital link to your success this
season?
Michelle: A little, it helped a bit.
Researcher: Do you believe that using imagery is vital to your peak performance in
the future?
Michelle: Yes, mainly to help m e concentrate.
Researcher: Since the beginning of the imagery study, dg you feel that you have
become more self-confident in your physical ability?
Michelle: Yes, but that is due to making the Lacrosse team.
Researcher: Do you feel that your imagery skills have improved significantly since
the start of the imagery study?
Michelle: Yes, at first it was very hard to image but I'm getting the feel of it. I
suppose about halfway through the study it started getting easier.
Researcher: Do you feel that you would now attribute your victories over an
opponent as being your own ability or other factors such as good luck or the opponent's
lack of ability?
Michelle: I try to take the blame myself. Between m e and m y coach, I should be
prepared for anything and to compete at m y best.
Researcher: Now when you lose a competition do you feel that it is because of your
lack of effort or ability or just that the other person was too good or they were lucky?
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Michelle: If I lose, it is because I didn't try hard enough or wasn't prepared. It's all
up to me.
Researcher: Now that you have used imagery on a sport, are you likely to continue
using it in the future?
Michelle: Yea, I guess.
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Researcher: How do you feel about your jumping performance this season?
Mike: Pretty good! I was stoked, I was stoked with m y PB at the state champs!
Researcher: Your expectation for the season was 6.60 so you just achieved that. Was
this mark more of a goal than an expectation?
Mike: Yea, I wouldn't have been disappointed if I didn't do it. It was out there a bit.
Researcher: What could you have done to do better this season?
M i k e : I could've started m y preseason a bit earlier but I'm happy with m y track
sessions.
Researcher: Prior to the present imagery study, what were your views of the use of
imagery to aid performance?
Mike: I didn't know anything about it. I never thought about what was going through
m y head. I just tried to psych myself up and do a good jump.
Researcher: W h e n starting this imagery study, did you believe that the use of
imagery would enhance your jumping at all?
Mike: There was some skepticism because I didn't know what it was but I was
prepared to give it a go anyway. I was looking for anything to improve m y jump. So I
wanted to try it.
Researcher: Has that view changed now?
Mike: It obviously helped. So it must work.
Researcher: Do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your training sessions?
Mike: After you warmed up and had gone through a few jumps in your head, it
certainly gets you concentrating and on the ball. So yea, it really helps you
concentrate.
Researcher: Do you feel that the use of imagery has affected your jumping
performance?
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Mike: W h e n I imaged right, it helped big. M y problem was getting the imagery
exactly right. M y best technical jump is when I imaged m y perfect jump. It was 6.55
(metres) on the 21 st of January. Fair dinkum!
Researcher: Since you have begun using imagery, do you feel that you have became
more aware of your body movements during a jump?
Mike: Yea, but that's the biggest area of m y jumping that I need to work on, so I have
a long way to go.
Researcher: What do you think about the use of slow-motion imagery compared to
normal speed imagery?
Mike: It was better, with slow-motion imagery you could think about what you're
doing. In normal speed you haven't got time to see what you're doing with your arms,
what you're doing with this leg or with that leg, but in slow-motion you've got more
time to put it all together.
Researcher: Do you attribute using imagery as being a vital link to your success this
season?
Mike: I wouldn't say vital link but I think that it was an important part of it,
Researcher: Do you believe that using imagery is vital to your peak performance in
the future?
Mike: I wouldn't put it in the same category as physical preparation, but for m e to hit
the perfect jump it is definitely part of it,
Researcher: Since the beginning of the imagery study, do you feel that you have
become more self-confident in your physical ability?
Mike: Yes. W h y ? Because I have improved so much.
Researcher: Do you feel that your imagery skills have improved significantly since
the start of the imagery study?
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Mike: A lot better. It got easier to image a long jump but I don't know if I can relate it
to imaging anything else better. When I started I wasn't sure just how to do it, should I
image this now or that but as I kept using it I got more comfortable with it.
Researcher: Since the advent of the imagery study, do you feel more confident
displaying your jumping ability in front of people?
Mike: Yes, I'm a lot better at it.
Researcher: Do you feel that you would now attribute your victories over an
opponent as being your own ability or other factors such as good luck or the opponents
lack of ability?
Mike: M y own ability. I don't know. You are just confident in yourself, you go out
there and think that you are better than the other guy
Researcher: Do you think that has changed at all?
Mike: No, I have always felt this way.
Researcher: Now when you lose a competition do you feel that it is because of your
lack of effort or ability or just that the other person was too good or they were lucky?
Mike: Depends on how I jumped. If I jumped badly then it would be bad luck but if I
jumped good then he was just better.
Researcher: Now that you have used imagery in a sport, are you likely to continue
using it in the future?
Mike: Yes
Researcher: Will you use it in situations other than long jumping?
Mike: If the situation arises where I think that it will help, sure.
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Researcher: What effect did the use of imagery have on the effectiveness of your
training sessions with these athletes?
A n n : With three of them I think that it helped but with two of them I don't think it
made much difference. With Mike I think it has because he's a fairly earnest sort of
person and he does seem to concentrate on what he's doing.
With Jenny I think it definitely helped, she's got good body awareness and was
able to concentrate. I was able to notice a difference in her technique towards the end of
the season compared to early in the season
With Dana I'm not sure if it helped or not, she does seem to be concentrating or
appears to be concentrating but it didn't seem to make a lot of difference in her
technique or her performance, at least we didn't see any difference. Although I must
say that there was more improvement here during the study sessions than when she
competed.
Michelle I don't think that it helped at all, 'cause she's the type of person who
when she does sport, it is totally physical. When you give her an instruction it is like
paralysis by analysis, as soon as her mind comes into play, it seems to upset her
rhythm and everything she does. She likes to be totally natural, she's quite a
competitive aggressive competitor when she gets going, but when there is too much
mind in it, it seems to upset her. She just doesn't have the hang of using the imagery
the right way.
With Nicole I think it has definitely helped cause you can see the improvement in
the position of her torso in the air towards the end of the study and the position of her
head improved too. There was a slight improvement in technique and a definite
improvement in performance.
I think that it improved all of them as far as concentration levels, even Michelle
appeared to concentrate, whether it was directed in the right way or not, I'm not sure
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but she did appear to concentrate more. I don't think that the imagery study was a
distraction at training, I think it helped them all concentrate better.
Researcher: What effect do you think imagery had on the athletes' jumping
performance? Was it a vital part of their success?
Ann: With Nicole and Jenny it certainly helped them improve, with Mike he certainly
tidied up his technique this season.
Researcher: Do you feel that the athletes really used the imagery program to it's
fullest or might they have been just going through the motions?
Ann: This is something that is very hard to assess. I think that Michelle and Dana
didn't use it to the fullest even though Dana appeared to be concentrating on it, it didn't
seem to come out in her jumping.
Researcher: Any comments about the study or the individuals in the study that you
think would be relevant to mention?
Ann: I think having the script is very helpful to use in training. We could use
imagery even more in working on parts of the jump instead of the whole jump at once,
then put it all together at the end.

